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THE NEW 1978/1979
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MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENCE IN U.S.A.
MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC.

BOX P, PINE PLAINS,
NEW YORK 12567

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1.6GRAHAM RD.SOUTHAMPTON Teh 20866

FRANCHISE STOCKISTS OF MINIFIGS WHO WILL BE PLEASED TO ASSIST YOU.

ABBEYCRAFT,
210 Abbey Road,
Barrow in Furness, Cumbria.

A CALL TO ARMS,
46 Chamberlain Avenue,
PewkhuN, Stoke on Trent.

ALTON MODELS,
897 Walsall Road,
Great Barr, Birmingham.

G.E. AUSTIN,
27 Market Place,
Richmond, Yorks.

BALLARD BROTHERS,
133 School Road,
Mosely, Birmingham.

BEDWORTH ART SUPPLIES,
4 Coventry Road,
Bedworth, Warks.

B.I.L MODELS,
70a Queen Street,
Ramsgate, Kent.

BOFORS.
48 High Street,
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

R.V. BRADLEY, KEARNEY & McFADZEAN,
^8 Wimbourne Road, 10 Rimmer Avenue,
Winton, Bournemouth. Huyton, Merseyside.

J. & J.M. CARTER, LAKELAND STAMP AUCTIONS,
6 Church Road, 45c South William Street,
Crossgates, Leeds. Workington.

CHIPPENHAM MODEL CRAFT LTD., PETER KEMPLAY,
^ New Road,
Chippenham, Wilts.

CITY MODELS & TOYS,
42 Dale Street,
Liverpool.

CLYDE MODELS,
44Candleriggs,
Glasgow.

J.H. CORBITTLTD.,
105 Clayton Street,
Newcastle Upon Tyne.

CONCORDE MODELS,
134 Victoria Road,
Aldershot, Hants.

DEREK HARVEY LTD.,
Toy & Model Centre,
74 Southbridge Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

DRAGOON,
391 Sheffield Road,
Whittington Moor, Chesterfield.

THE ELLENBRAY PRESS,
1 Church Street,
Frome, Somerset.

F.J. COLE LTD.,
26 Castle Street,
Cirencester, Glos.

FROUDEErHEXT,
83 Victoria Road,
Swindon, Wiltshire.

GAMER,
18 Sydney Street,
Brighton, Sussex.

GAMES,
52/54 Manchester Street,
Liverpool.

GAMES CENTRE,
16 Hanway Street,
London.

GAMES WORKSHOP,
1 Calling Road,
Hammersmith, London.

lb Chapel Hill,
Skipton, Yorks.

MAGPIE MODELS,
146 Harrogate Road,
Leeds, Yorks.

MAINLY MILITARY,
103 Walsall Road.
Lichfield, Staffordshire.

MALLARD MODELS,
151 London Road,
Camberley.

MICHAELS MODELS,
646/648 High Road,
North Finchley. London.

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD.,
186 The Pantiles,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

MINIATURES,
216 Monnow Street,
Monmouth.

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (UK) LTD.,
13 Gillingham Street,
London.

MODELCRAFT,
51 Eccleston Street,(5
Prescot, Merseyside.

MODEL FAIR.
15/17 Alexandria Drive,
St. Annes, Lancashire.

MODELMAKERS (Hazelmere) LTD.,
4 Market Parade,
Hazelmere Cross Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks.

MODEL SHOP (Belfast) LTD.,
10/16 Queen Street,
Belfast. N. Ireland.

MODEL SHOP,
23 Swan Lane,
Guildford.

MODEL SHOP,
9 Burlington Passage,
New Street, Birmingham.

C.T.GASGOIGNELTD.,
101/103 Tavistock Street,
Bedford.

GRENADIER MODELS,
94 Pier Avenue,
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex.

HIGHBURY HOBBIES,
^8 St. Pauls Road,
London.

HOBBIES & MODELS,
217/219 Streatfield Road,
Kenton, Harrow, Surrey.

HOBBIES & TOYS,
3 Gatehouse,
City Road, Winchester.

JAMES HOBBY CENTRE,
33 Timber Hall,
Norwich.

J. &D. HOBBIES,
118a Upper Richmond Road,
Putney, London.

THE HOBBY HORSE,
37/39 Leigh Road,
Wimbourne, Dorset.

MODEL SHOP,
19/23 Upper Stone Street,
Maidstone, Kent.

MODELLERS DEN,
2 Lower Borough Walls,
Bath.

65 Fairfax Street,
Bristol.

42 Albion Street,
Cheltenham, Gloucs.

MODELS & HOBBIES,
112 Commercial Street,
Newport, Gwent.

MODERN COINS B STAMPS,
8 Market Hail,
Arndale Centre, Luton.

NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM,
Royal Hospital Road,
London.

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP,
162 Infirmary Road.
Sheffield.

NOTTINGHAM MODEL SOLDIER
SHOP.
7 Wollaton Street,
Nottingham.

THE OLD SOLDIER,
16/18 Lewsfield Road,
Cambridge.

OTHERWORLD,
4 Queens Road,
Banbury, Oxon.

PBS MODELS,
98a Manor Road,
Deal, Kent,

PAUL B TERESA BAILEY,
35 Long Street,
Devizes, Wilts.

PLYMOUTH MODEL CENTRE.
11 Old Town Street.
Plymouth.

RANK B FILE LTD.,
22 Hall Lane,
Upminster, Essex.

ROD'S CYCLES B TOYS LTD.,
109 The Stow,
Harlow, Essex.

R.R. DAY LTD.,
5 The Broadway,
Gunnersbury Lane, Acton.

RYE STAMP SHOP,
190 Rye Lane,
Peckham, London.

SALISBURY MODEL CENTRE,
46 Old George Mall,
Salisbury.

S.E.A. LTD.,
107 Butts Centre,
Reading, Berks.

SHERMAN'S MODEL SHOP,
27 Dunstall Street,
Scunthorpe.
SPARTAN TROPHIES,
59 Whitburn Street,
Bridgenorth, Shropshire.
STAFFORD GARRISON.
Woodings Yard,
Bailey Street, Stafford.

STAMP CORNER LTD.,
27 Scot Lane,
Doncaster, S. Yorks.

STAMP SHOP,
34 St. Nicholas Cliff,
Scarborough.

STAMP SHOP,
343 Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough.

STAX MODELS,
35 Ulster Drive,
Brierly Hills, West Midlands.

L.T. STEWART,
125 Seatonville Road,
Whitley Bay, Tyne B Wear.

SWANSEA MODELS B HOBBIES,
Plymouth Street,
Swansea.

THE MODEL TRACKER,
Corner Cathays Terrace,
B Llantrisant Street,
Cathays, Cardiff.

THORP MODELMAKERS,
98 Grays Inn Road,
London.

TORBAY MODEL SUPPLIES,
59 Victoria Road,
Ellacornbe, Torquay.

JOHNTOYNE,
30 Pasture Street,
Grimsby, Lanes.

TOY B MODEL CENTRE,
74 Southbridge Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

TOYTUB,
1(X)A Reaburn Place,
Edinburgh.

TRAIN SHOP,
4 Bertram Road,
Bradford, Yorks.

TRI-MAR CRAFTS B MODELS.
58 Enville Street,
Stourbrldge, W. Midi.

TURNERS MODEL SHOP,
14 London Road,
Dover, Kent.

TYPE B PALETTE,
724 Bristol Road,
Selly Oak, Birmingham.

WARGAMES PUBLICATIONS,
St. Georges Buildings,
5 St. Vincent Place,
Glasgow.

THEWARGAMERS DEN,
86 Ciaypath,
Durham City.

WESTBOURNE MODEL CENTRE,
59 Seamoor Road,
Westbourne, Dorset.

WEST COAST MODELS.
7 Albert Road,
Gourock, Renfrewshire.

WEST COUNTRY HOBBIES,
26 East Hill,
St. Austell, Cornwall.

A.W.&M.J.T. WHITE,
61 High Street,
Hyde, I.O.W.

WINDMILL MODELS',
156 St. James Street,
Burnley.

WORCESTER MODEL SHOP,
52 Friar Street,
Worcester.

YORK MODEL CENTRE,
17 Davygate Centre,
York.
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EXAMPLE 1

Setting up in secrecy before a table game

Each player has an identical map representing the whole table area as
in figure 1. Forces are manoeuvred on each player's gridsheet only
until a clash is imminent and then those units involved can be set up on
the table. Any troops not visible to the enemy (e.g. behind hill A)
can remain concealed by not setting them up on the table. Even during
the course of the wargame, hidden forces can be left off the table
although their positions will be fixed on the individual player's War-
boards zone. This even enables one player to make covert speculative
moves to counter the opponent's probable tactics and this introduces
a realistic Ignorance Factor to the game which is easy to operate.
Ideally, an umpire is present to keep "an accurate record of both sides'
hidden movements and to rule on precisely when units come into sight.

Extract from Instruction Booklet
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A NEW, VERSATILE SYSTEM
WHICH OFFERS COMPLETE
FREEDOM TO THE IMAGINA
TIVE AND INGENIOUS WAR-
GAMER.

De Luxe WARBOARDS KIT

£8.95 + 90p p & p. includes
all the high quality materials
you'll need as well as extra ro
bust backing sheet and an
unique Stickbook for systematic
storage of symbols, in large stor
age tube.

Payment with order to
EDUCATIONAL GRAPHICS,
25 East John Walk, Exeter,
England EX1 2EP
Tel. 0392-37656.
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m
MINIATURES \«P

44 Candieriggs, Glasgow G1 ILE

Continuing our saga of I5mm figures,we offer
some of the very hest figures to come from
the hands of Tom Park.As the man say's,there
is more detail in a Tom Park figure than the
average 25mm one.
So here we go again with the start of something
l)ig.

I5mm ARMIES of the AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.

I52OI Trooper in Kepi,light equipment,advancing.

15204 Trooper in Kepi,full pack,advancing.
15206 Trooper in Kepi,blanket over sholder,advancing.
15208 Trooper in Kepi,Greatcoat,advancing.
I52II Trooper in soft hat,blanket over sholder advancing.
I52I4 Trooper in soft hat,Greatcoat,advancing.
I52I6 Union foot command.

15220 Cavalryman in Kepi,sword raised.

15221 Cavalryman in Kepi,carbine at ready.
15223 Union Cavalry command.

Pack of 12 foot figures... ....»65p
Pack of 6 cavalry 65p
Pack of 6 foot command 32p
Pack of 3 cavalry command 32p

Where not indicated,figures can be used for either
Union or Confederate army.

15mm ARMIES of the ROMAN EMPIRE.

I53OI Legionarius 1st Cent.A.D.Pilum and shield.

15303 Legionarius 1st Cent.A.D.Sword and shield,
15305 Auxiliary 1st Cent,A.D.Oval shield and Pilum.
15307 Command including,Centturio etc.
15311 Testudo,(Toitois),Ist,2nd and 3rd rank,
15312 Testudo,Ist and 2nd rank,
15313 Testudo,3rd rank.

Pack of 12 foot figures (inc,Testudo).,...»,65p
Pack of 6 command, ,32p

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS, j)?'
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SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR OUR SUPER NEW CATALOGUE

TRADE ENQUIRES ALEWAYS WELCOME MINIMUM ORDER 60p,PLUS 10^ POST
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR MORE GOODIES PROM WARRIOR.YOU HAV'NT SEEN

NOTHING YET!



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
1/300thSCALE FIGURES70pencepacks. I I
NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleonic Marshals

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN7 Musketeers

MRN1 Grenadiers
MRN5 Pavlovski Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN9 Hussars

Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in
I high quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's

tanks. Try some and see the difference I

MODERN PERIOD MJCRO-TANKS 12peach.

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD "'-.i Jagers wirmisning
UMIT8 MRN3 Cuirassiers
MfN5 Grenadiers of the Old Guard MRN9 Hussars
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of (he Guard MRN6 Cossacks
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers MRN8 Horse Artillery
MFN22 Empress Dragoons MRN4 Foot Artilterv
MFN11 Chasseurs a Cheval of (he Guard UNITS
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard pnncuViNiTs"
MFN8 Foot Aflillery of the Guard ^,7.,!. . t. . J. .
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard Sheers

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MFN1 L MSN2 Sine Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr Line Fusiliers

MFN21 Fr. Light Infantry
MFN4 Voitiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr Carabiniers
MFNtO Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs. Cheval of the Line
MFN12 Hussars
MFN13 Lancersofth Line

MFN23 Fr. Engineer
MFN3 Fool Artillery
MFN15 Fr GunTeams
MFN18 Fr Wagons ar>d Teams

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN16 Wellington & Generals
MBN1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co
MBN14 British Light Infantry
MBN15 British Light Infantry skirmishing
MBN5 Highlanders
M8N6 Highlartdars skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen

MBN 17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
M6N6 Scots Greys
MBN 10 British Hussars
MBN11 Brit Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBN12Brit GunTeamt
MBN 13 Brii Wagons

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN6 Landwehr
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN6 Prussian Uhlans I
MPN4 AmUerv I

panish Grenadiers „AG5 Successor Cavalry
Spanish Muskel«e>ssl,i.m,.hinj WarEl.phpnB

SEMNl'wMLitSiR Sp.rl.nHoolit,.
? "OKkD "I" MAG9 Ppri.sisGR1 G«im»nnantrv MAGIOMacnaonian Hreasi

GR2 G.maMnlanir, Support MAG 11 Thracan Liphi Ca.a

GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry PERSIANS
GR5 AfrikaKorps MAPS Persianlmmortals
BR1 British infantry ^^AP2 Persian Archers
Bfl2 British Infantry Support MAP3 Persian Spearmen

Weapons MAP4 Persian Horse Archt
BR3 British Paratroops '^APB Mounted Persian Sp
BR4 8th Army MAP7 Persian Armoured C
SRI Russian Infantry MAPI Persian Chariots
SR2 Russieninfantry Support

Weapons SASSANIOS
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry M^SI Sessanid Levy Spea
USR1 United States Infantry MAS2 Sassanid Archers
USR2 United States Infantry Support M^S3 Sassanid Cfibinarfl

Q  Weapons MAS4 Sassanid Cataphraci
MODERN PERIOD MASS Sassanid Light Cava
Ml NATO Infantry MAS6 Sassanid Elephants
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry American Civil War
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support MACW1 Federal Infantry

Weapons MACW3 Federal Infantry skirmishing
PERIOD MACW4 Federal Cavalry

a  I MACW2 Confederate Infantry
Con.,dera,„„fu„.,V

MAR3 Roman Light Infantry skirrnishing
MAR4 Asiatic Archer MACW7 Confederate Cavalry
MARS Roman Cavalry MACW5 Artillery
MAR6 Roman War Engines MACW8 Zouaves
MAR7 PraetorianGuard MACW9 Generals
MARS Equites SingularisGuard Cavalry MACW10 Gun Teams (2i
M

MA 12 Visigothic Infantry
MA13 HunCavalry
MAI 4 Gothic Cavalry
MAI S Sarmatian Caiaphracts
MA 16 Ancient British Chariot
MAI 7 Ancient British Iniantry
MA18 Artcieni British Cavalry
MA19 ArabCamelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)
MAF1 Gaulish Iniantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry

GREECE

MAGI Greek City Hopliies
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Slingers
MAGS Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hoplrtes
MAGS Peltasts
MAGIOMacadonian Hypaspists
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry

PERSIANS

MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
MAPS Mounted Persien Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots

MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIDS
MAS1 Sesssnid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarll
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid Elephants

SOVIET

T-72 Tank

T-62 Tank
T-55Tank

T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer
T-10M tank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PB APC

8RDM-2APC

BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher

ZSU-23-4SPAA
ZSU-57-2SPAA

Su-9(30p)
Su-15l50p)
Yak-28(50p)
Mi-8Hip{50p)
Mi-24 Hind (30p)
Su-19(50p)

USA
XM-1

M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank
M46A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

Ml 13APC
M113 ̂ recoiiless r ifle
M113+T0WAT

missile
D-30 122mm howitzer m 163 Vulcan SP AA

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC
BMD Paratroop APC
BM-14towed rocket

launcher + crew

GAZ-69 leep
URAL-375 truck

M730 Chaparral SP AA
missile system

M106 mortar earner
Ml 14 recce vehicle

M72B Combat
Engineer Vehicle

Ml 10SP howitzer

M107 SP howitzer
M109 SP howitter

Commando armoured

SA-6 Gainful AA missile XR311 High mobility
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile wheeled carrier TOW

SA-2 Guideline AA
missile

M1974 122mm SPG

ASU-57SPATgun
GAZ-69 + Recoiiiess

rifle

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Duster SPAA

M548 tracked carrier

Honest Joh n missile on

launcher truck
FROG-7 artillery missile Hawk AA missiles on

AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN8 General Staft
MAN 1 Musketeers in shakos
MAN6 Musketeers in helmets
MAN2 Grenadiers
MAN3 Jagers skirmishing
MAN4 Cuirassiers
MAN7 Hussars
MANS Artillery

AR9 Western Auxiliary Archers

CARTHAGE
MAC1 Numidian Cavalry
BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MA82 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MA83 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MAB5 Byzantine Horse Archers
MASS Byzantine Foot Archers
SARBARIANS
MA11 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rnomphiae.
archers etc )

MACWn Wagdns
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
MECW1 Musketeers

MECW2 Pikemen
MECW3 Dragcns on Foot
MECW4 Dragoons Mounted
MECW5 Dragoon Horses with

Horseholders
MECW6 Cuirassiers
MECW7 Royalist Cavalry
MECW8 Parliamentarian

Cavalry
MECW9 Artillery

on launcher truck

ZIL-131 truck

MTU-55(20p)
152mm SPM1973
M-1970 APC/tractor

MiG(15p)

MiG-17(15p)
MiG-19(30p)
MIG-21 (30p)
MiG-23(30p)
MiG-25 Foxbat (75pl
Su-7(30p)

M548 launcher
M577 command

vehicle

Dragon light AT missile
set of three

M60 AVLB(20pl
M88 ARV
M578ARV

Lance Missile
XM-723APC
M352yzt

Jeep + RR
M109AI

LVTP-7

Huey Cobra (30p)
*861! Iroquois (30p)
Skyhawk (30p)
F104 Starfighter (50p)
F4 Phantom I50p)
F111E(75p)
F14A Tomcat {50p)
F15 Eagle (50p)
A-10 Thunderbolt li (50p)

CANADA
Lynx

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

L-33155mm SP

SWEDEN
S-tank

1kv-91 light tank

Pbv302 APC
•VK 155mm SPG

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain

Centurion

Centurion AVRE

FV432 APC

FV438 Swingfire
launcher

FV432 ♦ mortar
FV432 ♦ Wombat
FV432 ♦Warden
FV432 ♦ Cymbeiine

radar
FV432-f GPMG turret
Chieftain Bridge Layer

(20p)
Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier

Scorpion light lank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier

Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile
Stalwart truck
Jaguar(30p)

'Bedford MK truck
V* tonne LandRover
FV180CET
Jaguar GRi(30p)
Harrier GR3(30p)
Buccaneer (^p)

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4

Leopard 2
MarderMICV
Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP

AT gun
Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile

set of three
Unimog truck
Leopard ARV
Luchs 8x8 A/C

FRENCH
AMX-30 tank
AMX-13 light tank
AMX-13>SSn AT

missiles
AMX-13»H0T

missiles

AMX-13-i-90mm
AMX-30 ARV
AMX-10RC
AML H-90 armoured

car

EBR-75 armoured car
AMX-30 155mm

howitzer
AMX-^ORolandAA

missile launcher
AMX-10APC
AMX-10* HOT AT

missiles
Jeep withEnlac AT

missiles
Milan light At missile

launcher (set of 3)
Mirage IIIC OQp)

Ros Nlicro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
all12p except where marked.
Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFVs at 12p each, t ̂ sndgeiayanMpiT-40

TREES: Birch, Poplar, Fir, Scots Pine (all 12p ea.). Lime (20p).
RULES: Battles with Micro-Tanks (WW2I El .05 post free.

Combat Commander (Modern) C3.50 post free.
DICE; Percentage Dice (pair) 40p; Average Dice (pair) 25p.
NEW ITEMS: Napoleonic: MBN18: British Fusiliers; MAN9 Austrian Lancers
ECW: MECW10 Artillery Train, MECW11 ECW General Officers.

Russian Armoured Sherman DD
locomotive I50pl Marmon Hernngton

Armoured wagon with Number Armoured car
T34 Dturret (30p)

Flat car
Straight track
Curved track

aimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Universal Carrier
Sexton

German
Panzer IIB
Panzer IIF
Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer lilj
Panzer III M
Panzer III N'
StuGlllG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1
Panzer tVF2
Panzer IV H
StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
Marder III Sd 139
Marder III H
Hetzer
Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Eiefant
Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251 /IB
Hanomag Sd 251 /ID —

late version
Sd 251/10+^3.7 Pak
Sd 251 /16 Flamm
Sd 251 rocket launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket

Launcher
Sd250
Sd 250/9 a/c
BIV Funkienpanzer

Marder II
P2IV Bridgelayer (20p)
Bergepanther ARV
Panzerjager IV/70

Aufklarungspz 38(t)
Sd 251/9 +7.5cm
Sd 251/22 + Pak40
Sd 250/7 + mortar
Ostwind AA
Wirbelwind AA
Opel Blitz
O

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch riders
and half-track f25p)

Me 109G(15p)
Fw 1900(15p)
Ju87 8(15p)
Ms 129(15p)

pel Blitz with office bod> MeBf 110(15p|
O Me410(15p)pel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMW ♦ sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz222
SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor
Kettenkrad{6p)
SdKfz 10
SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7
3 7 Flak on SdKfz 7
Fiakvieriing on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 ♦ crew
Pak 38 ♦ crew
Pak 38 ♦ crew
Pak 40 * crew
Pak 43/41 + crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail
+ crew

7 62 Pak 36 (r) + crew

Fw 1 89 (1 5p)
DFS230plider(15p)
Gofha gliaer (SOp)
Me 163 Komei
Fw190A(15p)
Ju87G+3.7cm AT615p)
Do217E(50pl
Ju52(75p)
Me 262 (15p)
He 111H (50p)
Ju88(50p)
BR 57 Armoured

Locomotive (50p)
Armoured wagon with

10.5cm in turret and
3 7Flak(30p)

Armoured Inf/command
car(30p)

Arm'd inf/ 10.5cm car (30p)
Arm'd Flakvier/ 10,5cm

car (30p)
Arm'd tool car (20p)
Arm'd auxiliary tender(15p)

Tetrarch
T-60 Honey
SU85 Grant
SU 100 ShermanM4A1
T28 Sherman Firefly
T35(15p) Matilda
JS 1! Valentine 11
JS III Valentine iX
ISU122 Archer
ISU152 Bishop
T-26B - Churchill III
BA-10 Churchill SBG bridgt
BA-32 layer
BA-64 Churchill AVRE
T-70 Churchill Crocodile
GA2 AAA Churchill ARK
GAZ-60 .Ram Kangaroo
JAG-1 2 Churchill Carpet Layi
GAZ-67(6p) Deacon
Katyusha on Studebaker Scorpion Ftail
Katyusha on GAZ A9
M42 45mm AT + crew A10
M41 57mm AT + crew A1 3
M44 100mm AT ♦ crew Crusader II
M39 76 2 mm field gun Crusader III

♦crew Cromwell
M31 /37 122mm field gun Comet

Churchill SBG bridge

Cliurchill AVRE

U NITED KINGDOM Wasp flame-thrower

Spitfire IX (15p)
Hurricane II MBpl
Mosquito FBVKtSp)
Typhoon IBdSpl

Horsa (50pl
Hamilcar (75pl
Wellington (75p)
Card cut-out

landing craft
(5 for 60d)

USA
M3 Stuart

ACV Dorchester landing craf
ACVAEC (SforeOo)
Crusader AA Mk 1 USA
Crusader AAMk 2 M3 Stuart
2 pdr portee on Chevrolet ^sstuart
Spdr+crew M24Chaffee
2 pdr ♦crew MIS Hellcat
17pdr ♦crew M4A3Sherman
25 pdr limber & crew M4A3E2
5- 5 m howitzer ♦ crew M4A368
7 2 in howitzer ♦ crew M4A1 dozer

M10- Bofors 40mm AA pun
Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor
Quad Tractor

Churchill Crocodile Matador tractor
Churchill ARK Scammel tractor

ChTrch.^'caTpe, Layer 15cv.t
Deacon truck

M26 Pershing
M7B1 priest
M12 155mm SP
M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMC
M3 75mm GMC
Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MS

M3 75mm GMC

S

♦ crew

M38 152mm howitzer ♦
crew

M31 203mm tracked
howitzer ♦ crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately (10p)

"

Challenger
Sherman Crab

MkVIB
Centurion Mk 1
Churchill VII
M10 Achilles lie

10 5 cm howitzer ♦ crew Panzer 38(t) on flat car
15cm ho (30

Chevrolet 15 cwt Jeep (6p)
Chevrolet 3 ton LVT Buffalo
Bedford OL with office Greyhound MS

body Studebaker 2'/; ton tri
Bedford OY 3 ton GS Sherman Calliope
Chevrolet PetrolTanker Weasel
Scammel Tank M4 High Speed Tracti

Transporter (20p} Dodge Weapons Carr
British kneeling « ,

artillerymen separately Studebaker Gasoline
(topi T'uck

British standing White Scout Car
artillerymen separately 3 Q'-'" * crevv
(tOp) 75mm Pack howitzer

crew

tudebaker 2'/j ton tru

105mm howitzer
♦ crew
155mm Long Tom
♦ crew
M16SPAA
M20 Utility
M22 Locust
M4A3 + 76mm
155mm Howitzer Ml

+ crew

M21 + 81mm mortar
American artillery crew

standing
separately (lOp)

P51D Mustang (15p)
P47D Thunderbolt (15p)
P40E Kittyhawk (15p)
C47 Dakota (75p)
ITALIAN
Ml 3/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
FiatG50Bis (15p)
Semovente 105
Flat 626
CV3/35 tankette
MII/39ck Semorente M41 da 90

Sherman Calliope Autoblinda41
,dT . Lancia3R0 + 90mmM4 High Speed Tractor ui iiur»AQv

Dodge Weapons Garner nuwGAnT
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline ' "ff „ . .. .

Raba Botond truck

White Scout Car Zrinyi SPAT
3 in AT gun ♦ crew FRANCE
75mm Pack howitzer + Panhard 178A/C

crew Sstnua S35

witzer ♦ crew
1 7cm howitzer ♦ crew
8 8 Flak 37 + crew
7 5cm G36 mountain

gun ♦ crew
7 5cm infantry gun
15 cm inf gun ♦ crew
Nebelwerfer ♦ crew
Karl tracked mortar (30p)
German standing gun

crew separately (lOp)
German kneeling gun

crew separately (lOp)

Rommel personality set

p),
Flat car for mine defence
Panzerdraisine rail patrol

trolley
Straight track
Curved track

USSR
BT-7
T34/76B
T34/76D
T34/85
KV1
KV2
KV85

''c?Jw"seplSy7i'op7* MAIL ORDER: Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give
57mm AT on Komsomiets soiTie alternatives. Evety effort will be made to fulfil first choices,
lu/f? 1AA PAYMENT: Cheque, Inland postal order. International Money order
Komsomiets Or cash; cheques should be made out to Heroics & Ros Figures.
Stai.nets We accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, BANKAMERICARD, EUROCARD,
Po'^fka'?^fy*i''ii n^i CHARGEX and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.112 sturmouik iiSpl Posugs & Packing; UK: minimum 20p, 10% In £ up to £5, over £5: 40p only.
YakVi'tloi Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwiOe 20% of value ot order.

,  Almuiil USA El Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%
La-5(15pl
MiG 31150) Telephone: 01-650 6517

Mail Order Address:
P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKENHAM, Kent
BR31HA, England.HEROICS and ROS FIGURES



Ancient

Indian
Elephant

(issued last month)

HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD. m
21 STATION STREPT, MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD HD7 3NX, ENGLAND. IL^^J

4^FORE/MOST4^
(The completion of Ney's charge!)

FH7 Light Horse galloping
FH8 Light Horse trotting
FH9 Light Horse galloping —head back
NC19 Guard Lancer, charging
NC20 Guard Lancer, falling wounded
NC30 Dragoon charging, bare headed

NAPOLEONIC PENINSULAR (NP)
British Artilleryman with bucket
British Artilleryman with rammer
British Artilleryman with round
British Artilleryman manning gun
British Private 60 Regt.
British Officer 60 Regt.
Highlander in Campaign Dress

(French Dragoons in the peninsular)

010 French Dragoon, trooper at rest
011 French Dragoon, officer at rest
012 French Dragoon, trumpeter at rest
013 French Dragoon, standard bearer
014 French Dragoon, forager
015 French Dragoon, trooper bareheaded,

mopping brow
016 French Dragoon, senior officer with

map and telescope
48 French Dragoon, trooper sitting on

boulder

Em

A
FANTASY(9a)
Fa49 Goblin on wild wolf

Fa50 Dwarf Lancer on pony
Fa52 High Priestess
FaSO Skeleton with Glave (illustrated)
Fa61 Forester with bow

Fa62 Skeleton with hood and cloak (illustrated)
Fa63 Ogre throwing rock
Fa64 Dwarf with round shield and spear

ONE PIECE CASTiNS (OPC) HORSE ANO RIDER
OPC33 E.C.W. Parliamentarian Aide OPC38 E.C.W. Parliamentarian General
OPC36 E.C.W. King Charles OPC39 E.C.W. Royalist General
OPC37 E.C.W. Oliver Cromwell

Landsnecht Late XVI Century

75/JB27

Landsnecht Late XVI Century

Another superb figure from the J.
Benassi range.

75/JB27

1 minute From ̂
Chorlng Crou
Main Line

Stotion

EmboriKment
Undergrourtd

la Craven Passage,
Charing Cross,
London W.C. 2.

Embonkment

Underground

V  .Ife... vour way to H.Q. The leading stockists of
Hinchliffe in London. Consult the map and say hello to
J. Powell. Open 10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., Tues. to Sat.

DON'T FORGET OUR EXCELLENT DIRECT MAIL SERVICE

Add 10% postage orders £8.00 or below

OUR NEW AMERICAN ADDRESS

HINCHLIFFE MODELS INC., 4824, Memphis, Dallas, Texas75207, U.S.A.

SOLE A USTRAL/ANA GENTS
Sole Agents for LABAYEN FIGURES in the U.K.

Battlefield, 50Clissold Parade, Campsie, N.S.W. 2194, Australia.



SKYTREX LTD
Mail Order address:

28 BROOK STREET

WYMESWOLD

LEICESTERSHIRE

We are pleased to announce that Skytrex has been appointed Sole
Distributors for Heritage Products throughout Europe and the U.K. Lists are
now available of these extensive ranges, including the quality 15mm Ancient,
A.C.W. and Napoleonic figures and the superb acrylic paints. Details of these
products will be given in advertisements over the next few months.

We would ask customers to note that due to VAT and production cost
increases, prices for all our products have increased. New Lists are now
available, but for those who wish to order from old lists please add at least
15% to cover the new prices.

Barclaycard & Access Orders
Welcome

Telephone Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK., BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp)

E E.G. - 10% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum 20p)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 50p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest ipethod
within the money allowed postage.

PLEASE SEND A STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE PLUS A 15p POSTAL ORDER FOR

COMPLETE USTS

LORD OFTHE RINGS75mm

PERSONALITIES

Magnificent castings, modelled directly from the
film by one of the worlds best miniature sculptors.
The Fellowship of the Ring will enhance a quality
collection.

1875 GANDALF THE WIZARD £8.95
1876 FRODOTHEHOBBIT £5.95
1877 GIMLI THE DWARF £6.95
1878 LEGOLASTHE ELF £8.95
1879 BOROMIROFGONDOR £8.95
1880 ARAGORN (STRIDER) £8.95

1885 BILBO BAGGINS £6.45

1751 SERVANTS OF SAURON - Mounted Lord of
the Nazgul, plus 4 mounted Nazgul, and 4
dismounted Nazgul (ring-wraiths) £8.75

SARUMAN'S GUARD

1819 Guard Ores with War Hammers, 2 different

(5 total) £2.45
1820 Guard Ores with two-handed axes, 2 different

(5 total) £2.45
1821 Guard Ores with spears, 2 different (5 total) £2.45
1812 Half-Ore Chieftain, Standard Bearer, Horn,

Drurrimer £2.45

1813 Half-Ore Spearmen, 2 different (5 total) £2.45
1814 Half-Ore Archers, 2 different (5 total) £2.45
1817 Half-Ores with swords and shields, 2 different

(5 total) £2.45
1760 TROLLS OF MORIA - 2 Trolls £2.45

SARUMAN'S URAK-HAU ORCS OF THE
WHITE HAND

1803 Higher Ore mounted (2 total) £2.45
1805 Ore War Drum on Wagon, Drum Beater, 2 Ores

pulling Wagon £4.25
1808 Ore Spearmen, 2 different (5 total) £2.45
1809 Ores with polearms, 2 different (5 total) £2.45
1810 Ores with axes, 2 different (5 total) £2.45

MANY MORE ON FULL LISTS

LORD OF THE
RINGS

A BRAND NEW RANGE OF FIGURES IMPORTED
BY US FROM HERITAGE MODELS INC. OF THE
U.S.A. THESE ARE SUPERB 25mm FIGURES
TAKEN DIRECT FROM J.J.R. TOLKIEN'S NOVEL

AND MODELLED FROM THE FILM CURRENTLY
ON SHOW THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

LORD OF THE RINGS FIGURE SETS (25mm scale)

1750 THE FELLOWSHIP — Gandalf, Frodothe Hobbit,
Sam the Hobbit, Boromirof Gondor, Pippin,
Aragorn (Strider), Merry the Hobbit, Gimli the Dwarf,
Legolasthe Elf, Pippin the Hobbit, plus
Gollum £5.75

1776 MEN OF ROHAN PERSONALITY SET

King Theoden and Guthlaf the Banner-bearer
mounted £2.45

1778 MEN OF ROHAN — Hama (Commander of the
King's Guard) and Standard Bearer mounted £2.45

1779 MEN OF ROHAN — King's Guard mounted
(2 total) £2.45

1781 ROHIRRIM — 2 Men of Rohan mounted with
spears £2.45

1783 ROHIRRIM — 2 Men of Rohan mounted with
swords and shields £2.45

MEN OF ROHAN — King's Guard dismounted with
swords, 2 different (5 total) £2
ROHIRRIM — Archers, 2 different (5 total) £2
ROHIRRIM — Spearmen, 2 different (5 total) ... £2
ROHIRRIM — Swordsmen, 2 different (5 total).. £2
ROHIRRIM — Axemen, 2 different (5 total) £2
ROHIRRIM — Mounted casualties (2 total) £2

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCGNIE FDR ALL

OUR DISTRIBUTION LINES



]Sooks» for Wftrgamers*

OF WORL^

Encyclopedia of German
Tanks of World War Two

Chamberlain & Doyle

£11.95

Panzer Colours

Culver & Murphy
£4.95

B1M

D-Day to Berlin
Terence Wise

£5.95

Panzer Colours 2

Culver

£4.95

" ̂ Ttta Dana"

pltT»» "SS? VI

.o« w»i2!252:^

Tanks of the World

Chamberlain & Ellis

£9.95

Modem Soviet Armour

Steven J. Zaloga
£5.95

English Weapons & Warfare
Norman & Pottinger

£4.95

Rommel: Battles and

Campaigns
Kenneth Macksey
£7.95

Rom

Arms and Armour Press
2-6 Hampstead High Street London NW3 IQQ



WARGAMERS
NEWSLETTER

Editor: Donald Featherstone

EDITORIAL

meaning is rather different.

For example, throughout the 19th century there were British forces in India hased on well defended
cantonments, from which they occasionally sallied out as expeditions to
countryside and even take a little more of it under British control. Agreed? Well, how about the
situation in Britain in 6l AD when Roman legions were attempting to hold down and pacify the numerous
tribes, sent an expedition and carried out a large-scale attack on the Isle of Anglesey, while no
doubt battling furiously in the north to hold back the Eicts and Scots in an area which must have
been iust as unpalatable to them as the Khyber Pass was to the British soldier less t^an a hundre
years ago. And, Just as Mullahs and Fakirs rose in India to lead hordes of fanatically brave natura
warriors against the white soldiers and their trained native allies, so did Boadicea unite the tribes
in 61 AD, wipe out an entire legion, destroy Colchester and London ^
force vastly"inferiof'in size under the capable command of Suetonius Paulinus. In both cases natives
were vastly superior in numbers, incredibly brave and invariably suffered great losses from the skilled
disciplined manoeuvres of numerically smaller organised forces, and in both cases
from their fire-power. Both the British in India and the Romans in Britain trained ^d employed
native auxiliaries who might well add spice to the wargame by being allocated slightly lower fighting
and morale values.

So, what is a Colonial wargame and how diff erently MeJll-d the wargamer tackle the two situations
described above?

Stuart Asauith's revelation, elsewhere ill thi'ss M'aSns? that he has gone over from metal to plastic
fiaurers^mck ̂ famillL and topical note. For years 1 have advised my impecunious son to divert his
attention from attempting to amass huge armies of metal figures :that he could not afford and t^^^
very well detailed Airfix and Atlantic plastic figures. The ^irfix range by its self oblitera^ g
Dolicv has made it difficult to build-up armies of their figures, but the Italian-made Atlantic HO/
00 scale range happily proliferates. So much so that during a recent visit to France, we spent much
time in little toyshops in obscure villages seeking out this range,
a single sprue of 12 figures at 2 francs 50, bigger boxes of three sprues at 6f50, or large diorama
sets It higher prices - all good value today, with sterling at its present high rate. Ancient war-
gamers are advised to seek out the Egyptians, Greeks, Spartans, and Romans - they are goo .

DON FEATHERSTONE.

Ighting

STJBSCRIPTION RATES: 35p P«r copy + 9jp postage - £5.00p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £5.25p (U.S. and Canada j6l3.00).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.

ADVERTISING RATES: Full page - ^^^■£20.00 Suhscnp"a"s ctnJ E-iQU'ries
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THE BATTLE OF AROGI FOUGHT AS A VARGAME

In these days when Britain would he
hard-pressed to send a battalion of
infantry to the Falkland Islands were the
Argentinians to decide to take them over,
it is stimulating to read of a remarkable
piece of Victorian logistics that occurred
111 years ago. In 1868, General Sir Robert
Napier took a force of 10,000 men in convoy
from India, landing at Annesley Bay, and
then marched more than 400 miles over un
known country under tropical conditions to
release British prisoners held by King
Theodore of Abyssinia. It was a tremendous
effort for that time, for all transport had
to be brought from either India or Europe,
mules were bought up by the thousand in
Spain, Italy and Asia Minor; camels were
purchased in Egypt and Arabia; transport-
trains, including elephants to carry the
artillery, were organised in India.

BATTLE OF AROGI

c?/'? \

By the time the force reached the j ' ^ -
plateau of Dalanta, some eight miles from ^ if, ^ '
Magdala, Theodore's capital, on 7 April, it / / ' 1 i ' '
was only about 4,000 strong, as it had left y r 'aUici.o tiat«au i
detachments en route to cover the line of / \ \ ^ I
communications c It was formed of the 4th / e.aoMe G^..a, - 1 V |
and 33rd Regiments together with native / j- ' ' \
infantry and cavalry; the Naval Brigade; / ■ ,
and some mountain guns. There were 460 / y ;
cavalry, including two squadrons of the / / '
3rd Dragoon Guards. The area to be ad- / / . /
vanced over on the following day, probably j / ' i
against strong enemy opposition, was an / / ■
impressive one. Descending some 4,000 feet j / ^^ ^'
to the Bachelo River, the ground rose beyond 1 / , 1
it in a succession of billows one behind the I / i
other, with the steep crags of Magdala ris- ' I I
'  r- o o . 1 - Q£VMii.O — I

ing above a saddle formed between two steep ' L-——— —" 1
peaks. To the right was Fala with a flat * i
top; to the left, a few hundred feet higher, ^ / i
was Selassi. The only ascent seemed to be — - J
by a zig-zag road cut in the face of Fala. Native encampments and gun positions could be seen
through field-glasses. From the Bachelo River a steep ravine ran up through the hills almost direct
ly towards Magdala, carrying a road made by Theodore for the transport of his cannon.

At daybreak on 10 April the advance guard (under General Sir Charles Stavely) began to descend
the road into the ravine, preceded by Colonel Phayre and 800 Sappers and Miners. It was very hot,
and the men filled their water-bottles from the thick and muddy water of the river before the advance
force, consisting of the 4th Regiment, Royal Engineers, and native infantry, struck off to the right
over the hills that would lead them on to the Arogi plateau opposite Fala, where the enemy had posi
tioned some guns. It was an extremely difficult climb and the mounted officers could only begin to
scramble their horses up the slopes after the Pioneers had cut a rough track for them.

Misunderstanding a message snet back by Colonel Phayre that his Sappers and Miners held the head
of the valley and that the road was quite practicable, the baggage train and guns, protected only by
a guard of 100 men of the 4th Regiment, was left to proceed alone up the ravine in full view of the
enemy. Realising how vulnerable this was. General Staveley, leading the advance-guard, ordered the
men of the 4th Regiment (who were lying exhausted on the ground after climbing the first hill) to
press forward with all speed to protect the baggage-train. Spurred on by the sudden crash of an
Abyssinian gun and an explosion as the shell struck the ground, the tired men rose to their feet and
began climbing. By now large bodies of white-clad infantry and cavalry were pouring down the road,
the scarlet robes of their leaders and their multi-coloured flags making colourful patches.

The 4th Regiment were scrambling up a steep slope that led to the crest of a low hill; a small
ravine lay to its front and, 100 feet below, there was a plateau extending to the foot of Fala and
Selassi. The little ravine widened out to the left until it fell into the main valley, half a mile
away - the Punjab Pioneers were immediately dispatched to this point. They were joined by the naval
rocket brigade at the point where the side valley ran into the main valley. With well drilled speed,
the sailors unloaded the rocket projectors from the mules and, in less than a minute after they had
arrived from the crest, a rocket whizzed out-over the plain, followed by a stream of erratic missiles
whistling and hissing in rapid succession.

The Abyssinians momentarily halted but, urged on by their chiefs, came plunging rapidly forward
again until they were only about 100 yards from the edge of the slope up which the 4th Regiment was
laboriously toiling. In the nick of time the line of skirmishers breasted the slope and set foot on
the plateau, to open a rapid fire with their Snider rifles. It was the first time that these breech
loaders had been in action and their rapid fire had a devastating effect upon the Abyssinians, who

and reluctantly. Followed,by^other infantry, the 4th Regiment advancedrapidly, driving the enemy away off the plateau to the right into a ravine where the rockets again

AfficLo Fiat^au



drove them further away from Magdala,

Large numbers of Ahyssinians were rushing forward away to the left upon the few Punjab Pioneers
who were defending the head of the road. Before they were actually among the Indian troops, Colonel
Penn's steel guns had arrived at the top of the road and unlimbered by the side of the Punjabis, tO'
fire on the natives over open sights. Those Abyssinians directly attacking the baggage-train were
halted by the massed fire of the breech-loading rifles of that part of the 4th Regiment acting as
escort to the baggage. Then, scattered by the artillery fire and disorganised by the unexpectedly
rapid fire of the infantry, the Abyssinians were dispersed by a series of bayonet-charges. In a few
minutes the remnants of the force that had poured confidently down into the valley fled up the
opposite side of the ravine under heavy fire from the inf.antry and rockets on their flanks. Through-
out the action, the Abyssinian guns from Fala maintained a constant but very erratic fire, so that
most of their shells passed high over th heads of the troops and burst behind them.

Theodore's army had suffered a crushing defeat - only about 600 of the 5,000 who had. sallied out
remained. The courage of the poorly-armed Abyssinians had impressed the British soldiers who saw
that they had not thrown away their weapons as they retreated, nor had they gone back in rout. Not a
single man was killed on the British side and only 30 were slightly wounded.

This battle makes a quite classic wargame and is one of the most memorable fought on a Thursday
evening in Southampton. So much so that a certain wargamer commanding the 4th Kings Own Baluchis on
the Arogi Plateau failed to move with sufficient speed, was overwhelmed and wiped out to a man by
the on-rushing natives. So disgusted was he by this and the rules that allowed it that, although a
regular for many years, he never returned and never fought another wargame with usi Of course, this
all stems back to the question of rules for these Colonial games, whether they should be tailored to
allow the natives a better chance or whether they should be of such pristine accuracy as to allow the
high fire-power and the greater discipline of the white troops and their native allies to constantly
prevail. It depends whether you want a good wargame or absolute historical accuracy - and the two
are sometimes hard to simultaneously obtain.

To return to our battle - stringent timing is required, the cues being taken from the narrative
given hePe, if the various movements of bodies of troops are to coincide with real-life and give a
wargame the same degree of tension and so finely balanced as in 1868. It would be delightful to
print other wargamers battle reports of this nature — so get cracking!

ENTRANCE

45p

25p
CHILDREN
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IN REPLY TO TWO LETTERS

- Paddy Griffith

Tow letters in the July Newsletter - one hy P.J.Stallahrass, and the other by Christopher Mac-
Lachlan - took up some of my earlier comments on Napoleonic wargames. In their different ways they
both seemed to call for a reply, so here it is.

First of all, 1 was very flattered at the good references they both gave me, and thank them for
their generosity. It is also good to see that the Newsletter continues to be a forum for responsible
and good natured controversy by thinking wargamers. Some other magazines one could mention appear
recently to have launched an attack against any sort of controversy at all.

As for P.J.Stallabrass' letter, 1 was very struck by its coherent and realistic analysis of what
makes wargamers tick - the mixture of gamer, historian, artist, and romantic. This is the first time
1 have seen the full implications of the mixture spelled out - and defendedl It is well known that
wargamers really do contain such a mixture (although 1 would perhaps substitute '♦competitor" for
"gamer"), but the inconsistency of this has usually either been blindly accepted as a fact which re
quires no further comment, or else attacked (e.g. by myself in these pages). It is therefore refresh
ing to find a well reasoned case for the defence.

Mr.Stallabrass points out that each part of the mixture requires a rather different perspective
towards the wargame. The gamer wants "to be exposed to the full range of decision options. ..."; the
historian wants historical accuracy; the artist wants nicely painted figures and scenery; and the
romantic wants "personalised" units, and imaginative titillation. So far so good. Personally, 1
would say that each of these four elements is really in conflict with each of the others, but Mr.
Stallabrass' argument is that only the historical part is in direct opposition to the other three.
1 would also maintain that the conflict between all four can be consistently resolved within a single
game, whereas he does not think that they can. He therefore accepts several inconsistencies between
historical accuracy on the one hand, and the game, art, and romance on the other. He boldly puts
forward the suggestion that we must learn to live with these contradictions, because they are an
essential part of what we expect from our games. We must shift from a small unit perspective (indivi
dual musket vollies, limbering up individual batteries, etc.,) to a divisional perspective (the
command of a group of battalions), and then to an army perspective (taking each unit under command to
represent a division) within the same game. He claims that it does not matter that we switch so
easily from one level to another in our minds, because the problem for a commander is "essentially
the same" at whatever level he is operating. The same skill is needed to deploy a battalion as a
division, etc.

Now my reply to all this is that different skills are required to deploy a battalion, a division,
and an army. At each level the real-life commander has a quite different degree of control, a differ
ent set of tactical principles, and a different perspective of what is going on. To make only one
rather obvious point, the battalion commander will probably be under fire wlien he tries to deploy,
while the army commander will be miles away from the enemy, putting his feet up in his tent. Not only
are the technical problems quite different in the two cases,bu;t the psychological ones are, too. In
"gaming".terms, the two problems will require separate sets of rules, and separate game structures.
In artistic terms, also, you will be talking about totally different landscapes - the difference
between Raffet's studies of "grognards" in close-up, and Lejeune's broad panoramas of the whole
battlefield. From the romantic point of view, again, the emotional picture of the brave battalion
commander rallying his men round the colours will be quite different from the stereotype of Napoleon
sitting on a hillock behind the lines, glowering over the fate of nations, and occasionally sending
off a dashing a.d.c. to change the course of history.

A lot of wargamers may miss this point, because the literature tends to confuse all the different
levels of command in precisely the way Mr.Stallabrass describes. We hear of Wellington rushing up to
individual battalions to change their formation, or Napoleon rallying his men for the last desperate
assault over the bridge at Arcole (actually, he had just fallen into a muddy ditch at the precise
moment). We hear nothing at all, in most books, of the arts of the divisional commander - and pre
cious little about the moment-by-moment command skills of an army commander in a big battle. Artisti
cally, even the most grandiose battle panoramas have the habit of putting the occasional grognard in
close - up in the foreground; and always show the commander in chief waving his sword in the front
line, in the thick of the fighting.

But none of this necessarily means that we should be fooled by the literature and the convention
al confusions. There is nothing to stop us fighting a battalion game when we want to look at battal
ion tactics; a division game when we want to look at divisional tactics; and an army game when we want
to look at army tactics. Why can't we have a different game for each, using different scales of
figure and different types of rules? Each would be satisfying to all four parts of the wargamer's
make-up, without the need to accept any contradictions at all. (As a footnote, 1 might add that as a
matter of fact 1 have a book forthcoming which will deal with how to set up a game - in the full sense
of the word - at each of these levels!)

Turning now to Christopher MacLachlan's letter, I would certainly agree that "wargames without
maps" have a great deal in common with the techniques of D & D ... but why not? Surely tuere is
nothing wrong with pinching their good ideas and ignoring their bad ones. In the same way, I would
like to see more borrowing from the tried and tested techniques of the general staff "kriegspiel",
the university international affairs game, and the educational committee game. Why should we, as
recreational wargamers, stick rigidly to the conventional format as it happens to have evolved up to
19797 That road means that we have too many inconsistencies to defend ... but now 1 am back to where
1 started. Let us press ^n.

The question is posed; "how can we reproduce the morale of division and brigade commanders?"'
Conventionally, wargamers have assumed that this is adequately covered by the fluctuations in the
player's personal morale as the game progresses. In a good wargame the victorious player will have
iiscouraged his opponent to the point where he concedes the match, rather than have annihilated all



his troops. There are still games around where one man is left on each side at the end, one of whom
kills the other; hut I hope these are not Napoleonic large unit games!

An alternative is not to use divisional generals' morale, hut divisional morale, i.e. each battal
ion has its own morale tests, in the normal way, hut in addition to this there is a further test for
the "base" morale of the whole division (or brigade etc.,) at certain times. The mechanism for divi
sional or brigade morale is fairly similar to that for individual battalions, but it affects all the
sub-units in that formation. This new technique is applied at the Chestnut Lodge group in Streatham,
and in the Lancaster Jomini group, to my certain knowledge. It may also have evolved elsewhere, as
far as I know. I believe it has a lot to offer.

But now the suggestion is to legislate for the morale of the divisional or brigade commander him
self, as distinct from the player (who is presumably representing a higher commander still), and from
the general unit morale of the division or brigade as a whole. In the past there have certainly been
attempts to characterise the ability of commanders (my own system, evolved from Peter McManus'
suggestions, classifies each commander on a scale between "A" — excellent, experienced commander — and
D" — does silly things, drinks too much, and often falls off his horse); but never, to my knowledge,
their morale as such. This is a fascinating idea.

It makes sense, because normally calm commanders may have their moments of panic (e.g. Napoleon
before Mantua), and normally incompetent commanders may even have an uncharacteristic momsEnt of
decisiveness (many are the generals who have been promoted above their level as the result of one
lucky victory). Christopher MacLachlan identifies three problems in making rules for generals' morale:
when to test it, what factors to take into account, and what results to derive from the test. Let us
look at each of these in turn.

(i) The morale of generals was tested, in battle, every time a new development arose or a new
report arrived. This was often, although not always, the time when a new decision was demanded from
the general. If one could identify these moments, one would be near to establishing a tlmescale for
morale tests. "Fresh developments" might mean simply that a pre-conceived schedule of objectives
started to run late, or it might mean that some spectacular defeat had been inflicted upon one of the
units under command. In his "The Ship", C.S.Forester suggests that the really important turning point
in a general's morale (or, in this case, an admiral's) comes when some small reverse follows a stream
of generally depressing news: it acts as the last straw which breaks the camel's back, so to speak.
One could perhaps allocate each commander a number of morale counters, and allow them to run out at
different rates, according to the nature/each new development. If the first piece of news (e.g. that
half his command had run away) was worth nine points, and the second (e.g. that one of the battalions
had lost its prize mascot) was only worth one, then a commander who had a reserve of ten morale points
would not panic until he heard about the errant ceremonial goat, or whatever it was.

-A-S for the factors to take into account when allocating a commander's morale, one could
really go to town on this, as mediaeval and fantasy wargamiars often do, and allocate a complex per
sonality profile to each commander. As I have already said, a simple four point scale (A-D) is pro
bably enough, which could easily be translated into an initial allocation of morale counters to be
drained away as bad news arrives, and replenished by either goods news or a good dinner.

(iii) As for the results of a morale test, these will be reflected either in the orders the
general gives, or in his personal behaviour. If in full morale, the general may give reasonable
orders. If especially elated he may order rash attacks; if depressed he may order excessively
cautious defensive actions. ¥hen he cracks completely, he may order a headlong retreat, or he may
issue no further orders at all, and ride forward to embrace a lone but glorious death on the field
of honour. Alternatively he may simply run off, leaving behind perhaps the most damaging impression
of all. One could go further, and give different probabilities for each of these results for each
grade of general and each number of morale counters remaining to him. The possibilities are endless
although it would probably take quite a bit of work to complete the system.

I look forward to hearing more about the results of all this, as I have often thought that a
very great deal more could be done to emphasise the particular roles of the commanders at each level
in the Napoleonic wargame.
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TALKING WARGAMING
A single volley by the archers at Aglncourt amounted

to about 5»000 shafts, each weighing 2.5 ozs, a total
weight of 781 lbs; the total weight of all the arrows that
fell upon the French on that day, assuming that each
archer loosed all his stock of ^8 shafts, was nearly 17
tons. In this battle there is little doubt that by far r"i|^5Bl5^ ' i'* ^
the greater proportion of the 6-7,000 French dead lost
their lives in close-quarter melee-fighting - by con-
cussion, cuts or stab wounds; yet, English archers pro- / /^n:
bably loosed 240,000 shafts during the course of the
battle! Generously allowing that they killed 255^ of the
total French dead — it took 150 arrows to kill one man. ^
However, that is far from the true effect and long-term B
potential of the arrow-hails that darkened the skies -A C S
during the 100 Years War. ■

HINT OF THE MONTH by Kenneth Pollock;

The practice of removing "dead" figures from the war-
games table is hardly realistic; dead men don't just suddenly disappear from battlefields, they lie
there till after the battle. When I am fighting wargames I do not remove my "dead" men, I just lie
them down on the table and march over them. When the battle is finished I find it interesting to
look back and see where 1 lost most of my men, perhaps in a bloody melee in the farmyard or an ambush
in the woods.

ooOoo

THE ART OF WAR by SUN TZU;

Having collected an army and concentrated his forces the general must blend and harmonise the
different elements within it. After that comes tactical manoeuvring of which nothing is more diffi
cult. The difficulty of tactical manoeuvring consists in the turning of the devious into the direct
and misfortune into gain.

ooOoo

RULE OF THE MONTH;

Artillery firing without an observer requires the map of the table to be divided into a grid of
12" X 12" squares; each of them being again gridded into six 2" squares, numbered 1-6. The firer
nominates the large square and a dice thrown to indicate the specific small square into the centre
of which the "Burst Pattern" pin is pushed. A further dice throw reveals the actual point of the
shell burst.

ooOoo

During the South African War 1898-1902, a number of towns were besieged for long periods, at
Mafeking Baden-Powell held out against the Boers and their guns with an almost boyish nonchalance.
It has recently been in question as to whether it was a serious siege or not but at the time the
besiegers and besieged no doubt viewed it in a businesslike manner.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH:

Which is preferable, and why - a wargames table 8 feet x 5 feet; 6 feet x 6 feet; or 10 feet x
4 feet?

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. What was the first recorded battle in History?

2. What was a CORVUS?

3. Who were the opposing commanders in the Teutoberg Forest, in 9 A.D?

4. Who fought whom at Sempach, on 9 July 1386?

5. Dates of Battles of:- a| Stamford Bridge
b) Tewkesbury
c) Lutzen

d) Aboukir

e) Sadowa

ANSWERS ON PAGE it



A WARGAMER'S DIARY

"Housecarle"

In July little tins of paint have a tiresome hahit of hecoming rook solid. There must he some
liquid known to man that simply dissolves the crusty hits around the rim 1 suppose it would dissolve
everything else too.

Fearing that the 15mm revolution would soon overtake me and leave me with hordes of oversized
Saxons, 1 invested £3 in the basics of that most romantic of armies, the Arthurian British. 1 have
before me a small unit of spearmen based more or less accurately on Ian Heath's drawing No.29, which
I have painted up, noting the following points

- the time taken in painting the unit compared very favourably with 25s.
- the paint wastage did not. 1 should paint in much larger batches in order to use up a very

small pod of paint.
- detail remained surprisingly similar. 1 managed moustache and eyes (two tone, a spot of blue

on a spot of white) but then 1 always use up a fair number of triple-O brushes. 1 copped out
on the crossed garters, as 1 fear 1 do even on 25s, never having had success with them.

- the manufacturers did tend to let me down in some aspects. In this spearman figure, the
warrior is provided with a sac-like excrescence between his hands and resting on his stomach.
You can't see this from one side of the figure, but you feel a bit silly painting tunic-colour
an area which is patently a casting mistake, and one not easily rectified with the jeweller's
file. Similarly, a cavalryman has what appears to be a camp-bed among his armament. 1 think
it is meant to be two spears.

The question of preference depends increasingly on price. Most wargamers like some choice with
in their favourite army: thus 1 can field a 1066 Anglo-Saxon army, predominantly mail-clad and axe-
wielding, or a largely C and D class seventh-century army led by the man who actually wore the Sutton
Hoo helmet, with no figure fighting in both. These days it is a luxury to buy up examples from every
new Saxon and Viking range, as 1 once tended to do. The solution, as 1 see it, is to create your
broad-based armies from 15mm ranges, and leave 25s for your second army, perhaps taken from the army
lists and utilising no surplus figures at all. 1 realise 1 speak here for those of fairly humble
income, but it is my experience that wargaming gets many recruits from the lanks of third to sixth-
formers, whose enthusiasm may not match their pockets. 15mm figures go some way to solving this
problem, although 1 did wince at one lad who fielded a suitably-based but entirely unpainted 15mm
Roman army against some hapless but at least colourful Gauls. Some penalty, 1 suggested, should be
incurred per unpainted figure. The Roman muttered something about exams and point out, not unjusti
fiably, that he preferred a silver army to one painted as hurriedly as his opponent's. 1 forget what
Vercij.getorix said in reply.

1 suppose i am the only humourless wargamer who finds that other people's battle or campaign
reports lose much by being lumbered with whimsical nomenclature. Somehow an interesting battle-plan
or manoeuvre forfeits respect when executed by G.Sextus Inebrius or Mediokrites or the Emperor Char-
siu. Wargamers, in print or across the table, display many excellent qualities, of which wit, being
one of the least necessary, takes a suitably low position. Those who like amusing names need look no
further than the Icelandic Sagas, which furnish more entertainment per nickname than a hundred armies
led by Queen Hernia and all her witless ilk.

Incidentally, is it only we Ancients that are so afflicted, or do other periods suffer similarly?
(Anglo-Saxon humour tended to the laconic, grim, even sometimes a deadpan bawdy, but never, 1 venture
to suggest, trite.)

TIIJ'; BEST OF THE NEWSLETTER

This short feature by Don Featherstone, which first appeared in WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER September
1962, might seem to be as relevant today as it was 17 years ago - although there is an incomparably
greater choice of figures now.

POSITIONS. PLEASE

1 read an old article the other day in which the writer said that, in his youth, he named all
model soldiers at the charge as "Chargers" and considered them to be the pick of his forces. He went
on to say that many times with his brother he organised glorious attacks by these troops over wide
expanses of open carpet successfully culminating in the complete defeat of the enemy, who merely stood
at attention or at ease! Unfortunately, his brother after going over the top on the Western Front
in I9I8 changed his views somewhat about the glory of the charge and, after demobilization, did not
join in the floor battles with anything like his old zest!

Personally, 1 hate any of my wargames warriors to be in any other positions than those of extreme
action, such as standing firing, or on guard, or advancing with rifle at the ready. 1 have never had
any success in battles with marching men, or men who are idly standing around holding their rifles,
butt on the ground. 1 noticed at the Convention here that Charles Grant has all his 7 Years War
figures in the marching position - in fact they are all in identical positions merely being distin
guished from each other by their painting. Oddly, 1 found this entrancing, and considered carefully
whether or not a wargamer might not be best to cast everything in the same position instead of going
crazy trying to make regiments all running, or all firing, etc., etc. 1 also have a complex about
mixed units - 1 hate a regiment which has some men firing, some running and some standing - for me,
they never get good dice luck!

It may be a queer nostalgia that makes me like action figures becauoe 1 have aim but fond memories
of my childhood when 1 was entranced by Britainfe charging Highlanders, Zouaves and Japanese Infantry
and the Warwickshire Regiment, standing firing - remember?

What is the general feeling about this business of positions? 1 would very much like to know
the concensus of opinion as to whether the troops should look the part or not. And what of the idea
of having marching troops when they are approaching the firing line, to be replaced by the same
uniformed men in action positions when they actually arrive under fire?



MUSKETS, BAYONETS AND KNAPSACKS IN NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES - A FURTHER LOOK

Peter A.Hofschroer

Paddy Griffith's contribution to the June Issue was, as usual, a highly Informative and thought-
provoking article, a real pleasure to read. Paddy Is one of the few wargamlng writers whose theories
correspond with my experiences In re-enactment with the Napoleonic Association, for what that Is
worth, as re-enactment can at best only give a vague Idea of what conditions in the Napoleonic Wars
may have been like. I thought It may be of Interest to readers of the Newsletter If I were to expand
on some of Paddy's points, basing my comments on that experience.

Firstly, the question of misfiring muskets. I have found the muskets I have used to be Ineffi
cient and unreliable, even In the best of atmospheric conditions (some people have said It Is the
Idiot using them). One part of a flintlock musket which I find proves to be particularly unreliable
Is the flint Itself. To Ignite the primer, that Is the powder In the pan, the flint needs to spark
against the frlzzen when the trigger Is squeezed, and this spark needs to reach the charge In the
pan. After a number of shots, the flint wears out, looses Its sharp edge and ceases to spark. Each
flint was expected to last for around sixty shots, but I have had some flints which have lasted a
good deal longer, and others which Inexplicably cease to function after two or three shots, which
proves to be extremely awkward In the middle of a re-enactment battle as It takes several minutes to
change flints, and In real battle conditions may well have been lmf)Osslble to rectify. And what if
one's spare flint Is a "dud", one that does not spark at all?

It does not need as much as a rainstorm to Impair the rate of fire of muskets; a surprisingly
small amount of dampness will do this. A musket left out In the open and not securely covered will
get damp from dew, and the powder loaded Into a musket In this condition coulu become too damp to
fire - bear In mind that on campaign, Napoleonic soldiers camped out in the open on many occasions,
this often In miserable conditions. Furthermore, even a slight drizzle may make the priming too damp
to fire. But by far the greatest problem I have Is wind. A slight breeze can blow sparks from the
flint away from the pan, thus not Igniting the priming. A stronger wind can blow the priming Itself
away. I do feel that wargamers should place a much greater emphasis on the atmospheric conditions
In their games.

My next point Is the effects of a melee on muskets. Direct contact with an enemy In hand-to-
hand combat Is not advisable - not just because he may kill you, but also that after a melee, one's
musket may no longer be In a fit state to be fired. Besides the stock getting broken, there are a
number of smaller mishaps which may occur. One may loose one's flint - there have been occasions
when I have crawled around muddy fields looking for a lost flint which is not the sort of thing one
can often do In the middle of a battle. The strength of the steel from which Napoleonic bayonets
were made gives some Indication of how rare a bayonet charge to contact must have been. Last year,
myself and some collegues of mine in the Napoleonic Association's 10th Slleslan Landwehr conducted
some tests with bayonets. We charged and stabbed bales of straw - we couldn't get anybody to
volunteer to be our targets - and had great difficulty in extracting the bayonets as they simply
bent. This rather unfortunate event led me to the conclusion that about the only part of the human
body that should be stabbed Is the stomach area, and one nas to be careful not to push the blade so
far home that It jams on the ribs. But could a soldier be so precise In the heat of battle? There
Is a story of some Prussian Landwehrmen who were asked why they prefered using the butts of their
muskets. They replied; "It works better that way."

"If muskets were such poor weapons, then why were they used, and why weren't pikes used instead?"
Is a question I am often asked. Pikes were used by some Napoleonic formations, such as the front
rank of the Prussian Landwehr In August 1813, and not without some success on occasions. However,
If all the factors Involved are considered, muskets did have the edge on pikes. Firstly, In the ad
vance to contact, a musketeer did have the chance, even If It were quite small, of sliooting a pike-
man, and here the musketeer had the advantage, both In morale and capabi'lty. (if rain, etc., pre
vented the muskets from being fired, then this superiority was cancelled out). In the Initial con
tact, the longer reach of the pike would put the musketeer at a disadvantage. In hand-to-hand con
tact, the pike is unwieldy, so the musketeer again has the advantage. I have yet to see a set of
wargame rules which takes this into account.

Lastly, some remarks about packs. I have found It almost Impossible to fight in full pack, not
only because of Its weight, but because packs, etc., are so cumbersome. Items of equipment tend to
fall off, or even fall apart. If one moves at a speed any faster than walking pace. Buttons,
especially those holding on the shoulder-straps, tend to fall off, meaning that crossbelts, etc.,
start falling off also! Any athletic movements In a melee are out of the question unless one wants
to spend a long time picking up bits and pieces of uniforms as well as trying to sew buttons back
on.

May I also take this opportunity to any of your readers who are Interested In receiving further
details either on the Napoleonic Association, or the 10th Sllesian Landwehr re-enactment unit to
contact me at : l6 Redlaw Way, Rotherhlthe, London SE16 3HQ, remembering to enclose return postage.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ on Page 12

1. Meglddo 1A69 BC.
2. A combined grappling device and boarding bridge used In naval warfare during the Punic Wars.
3. Varus (Roman) Armlnlus (German).
4. 1,600 Swiss plkemen defeated 6,000 dismounted Austrian cavalry.
5. a) 25 September 1066; b) 4 May 1471; c) l6 November 1632; d) 25 July 1799 & e) 3 July

1866.



SOME SCENARIOS FOR NAVAL WARGAMES

Hamish Paterson

Recently I read the 2nd edition of your hook on Naval Wargames, Having been seriously naval war-
gaming for some years, my main opponent Paul Ramsden and I have found the worst problem is forcing
both sides to fight as Naval battles only take place by mutual consent and the convoy defence or the
raider brought to bay scenarios are a bit boring.

So here are some suggestions for scenarios and also some balanced sides which we have founa by
trial and error.

(a) interception OF TROOP CARRYING CRUISERS OR RESUPPLY OF A BASE;

This introduces the idea of different victory objectives. The cruisers must get from A to B or
resupply the Island base and get away again. The other force must intercept and cripple them so that
the objective becomes impossible.

ifti
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The ruined area prevents bombardment while unloading takes place and is known to interceptor.

Suggested Forces; German - Liepzig and Nurnterg.
Allied - Cumberland, Exeter//York OR Belfast and Dido.

In the troop carrying cruiser action Liepzig was sunk andNuiaberg damaged and the troop carrying
failed (Allied victory). e, e f 6

In the resupply action (see above diagram) Numberg was sunk as were Belfast and Dido::- (axis
victory).

propaganda BATTLE; This is unrealistic historically and militarily but gives an exciting battle.

A fight to death between 2 battleships — Axis: Bismarck; Littorio
Allied: Vanguard; KGV Class.

V°) DESTRUCTION OF A SHADOWING FORCE: A battleship and cruiser force attempt to destroy a cruiser
and destroyer shadowing force.

In case tried Bismarck alone fought against --
HMS Cumberland, USS Bilexi and h Tribal class
destroyers, to make a more balanced battle one ^
of Karlsruke class or the Liepzig or Nurnberrg
should be used. . uiL .i!^<X^> gq

(R) UMPIRE DIRECTED SCENARIOS: These can be the ' g.u
most fun if properly worked out. This is so
because it brings in the unknown.

Vo
The players are given their starting points,

ships and a resume of the situation. This should
be vague using terms like heavy unit, meaning anything from battleship to cruiser or gives false infor
mation as to numbers. The idea being to build up a situation in the players mind which will to some
extent control his conduct. This can be used to balance a game by pulling the physically stronger
side at disadvantage.

The presence of an umpire allows full use of visibility distance rules. In addition fog banks
and rain squalls can be introduced. To conceal forces or to add a new dimension. A rain squall's
effect can be simulated as follows:- players draw moves for 3 rounds in advance if without radar the
3 moves are then carried out. If with radar the moves are carried out with firing at appropriate times.

(®) victory CONDITIONS: These should get away from sink the lot ideas. Objectives to cripple rather
than sink gives a more exciting and less steriotyped battle. Cripple being taken to mean reduced to
half top speed. Main armament80^knocked out or 50^ of sinking rate in damage point

Finally, if the action degenerates into a stern chase call it off and try something else because
it gets pointless.

The rules we use, giving an exciting game in hunder two hours, are Naval Warfare 39-A5 by Keith
Robinson, published by Leicester Micro-Models. A word of warning - do not give lip because the initial
manoeuvring for position seems boring, it is vital to the end result and very much part of the fun.
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GRC5. I-ACEDONIAN S-'.'ORDSMAN
GRC6. 'THPACIAN CAVALRYMAN
GRO7. CO'WAjTD pack (off. 2
0RC8. CO'IAND (GCDEMLS 2)

TRU1.T">

lUFANIW.I - IS'T' OEN'I'U?! AD.

ROl. I,eGIONA?.Y 'VITH PILini.
EC2. " " SWORD.
R03. ARCHER.
RO4. Ai:x 3LINCER
RC5. " SfiAii
ROo. " SWORD
RO7. CuM and Pack

(CENHFiaCN E.IGLE & CORNUCElO
CAVALRY.

ROCl. SWORDS'AN.
R0C2. AR.'.P'!

R0C3. AROWEit
R0C4. N. AFRICAN ATK WITH S-.YORD.
RCC5. do SiEAH
R0C6. CATAPHP.ACT.
R0C7. CiW aND FaCK (off, EAGIE f- COWCEN)
RCC8 COM AND PACK GPINERAL CPEICEaS.

CAVALRY.

AICl. SARjPCEN SIEAR'AH
AIC2. " BO>HAj<.
AIC3. " SWORDSMAN.
AIO4. COM'A'.iD PACK.

(SALADIN T'RICU-ET STD SERV.ANT)
AIC5. MilWLUK SPEAff-A-:
AIC6. =" BO.,MA'''
MC7. " SWORDSMAN.
AXCB» T.'ACa

(sultan TRMDET STD DRUM.)

MEDIEVAL SCOTTISH

INFANTRY

Sia. SPEARMAN
S1I2. BOm,AN'
SU3. SWORDSMAN

CAVALRY

AR '.lES OF CNRISTE DOM

INFANTRY.

ACl. SPEARI.AI:.
AC2. BOVRAN.
AC3. CROSSBO'WAIT
AC4. lALBERDIER
Aa5. SEHaSAi'IT

CAV--I,RY.

ACCl. KNIGIIT.
ACC2. SERGMAMT.
AOCS. ARCHER (NEHGINARY)
ACC4. CCM'AMD P..CK.

(BARON STD iW-IPETER KNIGHT)

EHCl, KNIGHT WITH LANCE
Ef.',C2. " " axe
EUC5, " " SWORD
EMC4. " " laCE
EI.H35. COMMAHD PACK

(king standard HERALDS)

SMCl. KNIfflT VnilH LANCE
3MC2. " " AXE
SMC3. " " SWORD
SMC4. " " MACE
SMC5. COMI.IAND PACK

(KING STANDARD HERALDS)

MEDIEVAIuiEURatNDIAN

INFANTRY

Bl.a. SPEARIAN
BI.!2, CROSS BOW MAN
31,53. SWORDS man
BM4. halberdier

CAVALRY

BJ5C1. KNIGHT VHTH LANCE
BI.1C2. " " axe
MC3. " " SWORD
BMC4. " " MACE
BMC5. CaMI,IAND PACK

(KING STANDARD HERALD)

liEDIEYAL FLEi^aSH

INFANTRY

FLH.' SPEAffilAl'T
F?.r2. CROSS BOW MAIN
P!,;3. SWORDSMAN
FM4. HALBERDIER

CAVALRY

PI,IC1. KNIGHT WITH LANCE
FtiIC2. "• " AXE
FI,'.G3. " " SWORD
Pt,IC4, " " MACE
P5/TC5. COmiAND PACK

(KING STANDARD HERALD)



EfTGLISH CIVIL WAR

ARi/nr OF Ki^TG •

IMFAA'TRY

Aja. PIKEIM AT ATIEIITIOir

.yea. " AT PRE3EWT

AK5. " AT THRUST

AK4. iroSKETEER PIRItTG -
AK5. " ADVANCING
ak6. cotilrid pack

(OFFICER SHANDARD DRDlDfflRS)

AKCl. ®iOOPER UITrl SWORDS
AKC2. COIS'A.flD

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
^mpr OF PARLIAMENT

INFANTRY

API. PIKEHAN AJP ATTENTION
AP2, " Aff PRESENT
AP5, " ■ Af THRUST
AP4. MUSKETEER FIRING
AP5, " ADVANCING
AP6. C0!.!MAND PACK

(OIFICER STANDARD DRUMMER)
CAVALRY

APCl, IRONSIDE TROOPER WIGH SWORDS
APC2. " COMTJAND

OFFICER

STANDARDS

TRUT.1PETER

TROOPER

n/"i ILiPOIEONICS

,1. F^NIiTSUTA

CEUiie: COY ADV.UTCItIG

F'JSILI-^R 3AT GRETT ADV.

GPEUADJ.:;? ADVA TC3ING

CCf aUD

HIffiiTui»D CElUffiF COY.
"  GRE ':l ■I-.A

'iiohi,a::a t.i.xit coy.
"  co:'"»''D

RIFLETU;: ADVAUCI''fC
Cl.p' A;G
.ARTILLEicY.CRUW.

B'!C 1. IiTGUI DP/vTOON.
BFC 2. do. COXDOri;
BGC 3. 'TLA.iri SfixicxxD.DPACO■'■''^
BNC.A. * do. CO
BNcj. LIFE G!J^RD.
BNC6. do COf-A'-'U.

3.3 w;.'Ti5ur.
6 3'DR.
9 PDR.

'/nTRTgylBURG.

INFANTRY.

WNl. FUSILIER adva;;cing
7/12, LEI3 COY "
vm3, ccifl A;ra pack
V/N4. JAGER
'WN5. " CCir.AND
WN6, ARTILLERY CRSrW.

CAVALRY.

WNCl. Lliffi CHASSEUR
;7NC2 do COM'AND
'//NC3 LINE DRAGOON
i'rNC4 do. CO".--AND
WNC5 LINE CHEVAUX LEGERS
7/NC6 do CO'U'A/LD.

ARTILLERY.

WAl^ 4" HOWITZER
7/A2. 4 PDR.
y/A3. 8 "
WA4. 12 "

;''TINSULAR.

IHFAUTRY. INF.AWTRY.

Ml. FUSILIER ADVANCING (BICCRtTE)
.1512. GA'.EN/iDIErt BE.ARSEIK
P?I3. VOLTIGUEft .(BIC:.RrG)
FN4. Cu'' aID'
FII5. OLD guard GRE/ADIER
FN6. OLD GUARD CCF a1>ID.
FN7. OLD GUARD C::a3SE.TTR
FN-S. CTD GUAliD CD' a'-ID

CAVAj.RY.

PNCl. C, :.i3SEPru
FNC2. PORSp C ..■iSSETl ecu AND.
PNC3. CTTTAASOTER
PUC.4. CUTRASS-rKi C0« ANu
FN03. DRAGO'AN.
P?^C6. " COUA'Q.
PWC7. lAi-ICER
PNCe. LiHCEi; C'jU AfRD.

A RTITUERY.

P.41. 4" HO./ITZEK.
PA2. 4 PUS.
PA3. 8 PDR
FA4. 12 PDR.

DENvURK.

INFANTRY

D.l. FUSILIER A DV/lNCING
DZ. gremadier
D3. LIGHT COY "
24. CON AND "
D5. ■ JAGEH3
D6.- " Cq-LAND.

CAVALRY.

DGl. LIGHT DRAGOON
DC 2. do. CO?.?'AND
DC3. HEAVY DRAGOON
DC4 do. ' CO!.? AND
DC5 HUSSAR
DC6. " COI?'A?ID.

BVl. FUSILIER.
BV2. GRENADIER
BV5. LlffilT INFANTRY
BV4. ' do. CCLVaAND
BV5. ARTILTRRY CRLDV,

CAVALRY.

WCl. CLTVAUX LEGER
BVC2. - do. CO'D'AND
BVC3. DRiiCOON
BVCA. - do CO'R'ACro
3VG5. CHASSEUR
BVC6 " CQT-NAND,

ARTILL'ERY.

BVAl. 4" HO.'.ITZER
BVA2. 4 PDR.
DVA3. 8 "
BVA4. 12 "

BADEN.
INFANTRY
BADI. FUSILIER ADVAHC r/iG
BAD2. GRE:;ADIEH ADVA!rciNG
BAD3. ecu AND
BAD4. ARTCLIERY CRUW.

CAVALRY.
BADCl. DRAGOON
BADC2. " COM. AND
BADC3. HUSSAR
BADC4. " CCI""AilD

INFANTRY

Pia. FUSILIER (CHAPSia) ADV.
PN2. VOLTIGUSR DO.
PN3. GRENADIER. (b/SKIN) ADV.
PN4. COIvTAUD PACK
PN5. ARTILI,ERY CRUY.

CAVALRY

PNCl. HUSSAR
FNC2. COM LAND
PNC5. lANCSR
PNC4. " CO"'AND.



MODELBOOKS

from the leading International Military Book Service

NEW AND RECOMMENDED BOOKS
TANKS, WEAPONS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT

HELL ON WHEB^: THE 2nd ARMOURED DIVISION — The detailed
story of this Division's wartime exploits. B/w photos. 446 pp.£9.95
FRENCH MILITARY AVIATION — Emphasis on current aircraft-
operating units with photographic coverage plus over 250 insignia '
iliustrations. 208 pp. £3.95
HEAVY GOODS ENGIISS OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT — Price
£2.50 each
Each volume contains many b/w photos and line drawings plus
extensive material.
Vol One: The Rod 2-8-0
Vol Two: The Stanier 8F 2-8-0
Vol Three: The Austerity 2-8-0 and 2-10-0
WORLD WAR TWO PICTORIAL GERMAN 88 mm GUNS — Koku-Fan
magazine. Hundreds of pictures with English captions. 104 pp.£5.50
THE GERMAN AIR RAIDS ON GREAT BRITAIN 1914-1918 — In this
facsimile reprint, whid) has long been out of print, the author
attempts to tell, for the first time, the story of this menace, how it
started, how it grew and how it was encountered. 306 pp with pull
out maps B/w photos. Collector's book. £12.95
MAKING MODEL GYPSY CARAVANS — Construction techniques
explained m great detail lor both novice and experienced craftsman.
Many plans and photos. 110 pp. £3.95
MAKING MODEL HORSE DRAWN VEHICLES — Includes ;Hans of
Farm Waggon. Haywain and Pony Trap and detals of model wheel
conslfucton 94j)o. £3.95
ROMMEL IN NOFIMANDY — The author accompanied Rommel on
his tours of the French coast before the Normandy invasion. Here is
a personal account of the man who became known as the Desert
Fox. 266 pp £5.95
MODEL IMKINQ — For beginner and experienced modellers alike,
with a complete set of working plans drawn to scale including a
locomotive, a racing car and a boat. Approx 200 pp. £4.95
ENCYCLOPEDU OF TRANSPORTATION — Dealing with all aspects
of land, sea and air transport from both an historical and modern
technological perspective there are over 400 illustrations with 16
pages of colour. 256 pp. £5.95
DESERT TRACKS — British armour camouflage and markings in
North Africa of the British 8th Armv tanks plus vehicle plans and
technical data. 91 pp. £2.95
WILD MODK SERIES: THE SUPER GUN No. 29 — This magazine is
packed with both b/w and colour photos of hand-guns; machine and
sub-machine guns and there is also a section on Police and
Weapons. 160 pp. £6 95
THE WORLD POLICE VEHICLES No. 30 — Another very colourful
magazine with hundreds of colour and b/w pictures showing the
different types of police vehicles used throughout the world. 160
pp £6.95
THE TANK MAGAZINE SPECIAL MAY 79 Vol. TWO No. 7 — Fea
tures German Tank Leopards. Hundreds of b/w photos plus English
captions with eight pages of line drawings. 142 pp. £5.95
THE PANZER TANK MAGAZINE: Excellent photo albums at £2 50
each.
No. 7 — AMX10 Armoured Personnel Carrier, Russian Rahtjno
Vehicles in Colour.
No. 8 — AMX30 and its new Version, Pz IV Tank Destroyer.
No. 9 —Vehicles bom from Pz. 1 Tank, Itahan CarroVeloce Series.
No. 10 — Russian T34 series. The Waffen SS Story.
THE TAW( MAGAZINE — The monthly publication from Japan in the
famed Koku Fan series of books for the modeller and enthusiast.
Each of iis 144 pages packed with photo's, drawings, cutaways,
cockpit interiors etc. in black and white and colour. Each issue
contains a foldout four-view scale plan of the main feature tank

Price £2.50 each
1/78 —XM1;T72 leopard 2
2/78 — M60: Rakpanzer; Soviet Mrtitary Parade
3/78 — T62; M3 Halftrack; Marder
4/78 — Leopard I MBT: Panzer I; Montv's Carrier
5/78 — Japanese Type 74 MBT; T62; T34, Panzer 2
6/78 — T72; Armoured Recovery Vehicles; Tauchpanzer III
7/78 — U.S. Missile Tanks; XM 803: XMl; Sherman Firefly: PZ 3
6/78 — Swedish Main Battle Tank and Destroyer; One-man Tanks:

PZ 3 Interior
9/78 — Japanese Type 75 15 mm SP Gun: Churchill 1/MK 4;

Panzer III Type L-N
10/78 - Chieftain; P2 Kpfw 35 (T)
11/78-Type 60 SP Gun; XMl PZ Kpfw 38
12/78 — AMX 30. Panzer Uniforms oT W/2
1/79 — JSDGF Type 61 MBT; M7 105; Sturmgeschutz 111
2/79 — M41 Light Tank; Pzkpfw IV
3/79— JSDGF Type 75 MRL; Red Army Today; German Tanks

WWII
5/79 — T-54/55 MBT; Type 94 Tanketle

TANKS OF THE GREAT ARMES — this English Language book from
Italy covers all the main fighbng tanks of today with excellent photos,
colour and plans. Q.95
ITALtAN FIGHTING VEHiaES 1939-45 - The only book we know
on these AFVs. Realty excellent photos, scale plans, colour All tanks
and AFVs covered in great detail, and very much angled at the
modeller. Italian text. Hardback. £6.95
GERMAN TANKS AND FIGHTING VEHICLES OF WORLD WAP 2 -
we have acquired the last stock of this much sought alter out of print
Phoebus book. Hardback. £2,95
THE FRENCH TANKS 1945-77 — This really fantastic new book from
France covers hundreds of photos, b/w and colour, all the French
AFVs. French text. £17.95
THE GMC UNIVERSAL TRUCK — here Is the picture book about the
famous GMCs. the favourites of the US Army. Excellent photo maler-
ia! in abundance. It is a pity that the French publishers did not put
English captions in. but even so a very worfhwhtie book tor the
military vehicle book enthusiast. Hardback. 260 pp. £17.95
U.S. ARMY STANDARD MILITARY MOTOR VEHICLES 1943 — An
indispensable reference book which contains data, details and illust
rations of all vehicles in U S Army service during WorkJ War Two
Giesham Books. 556 pp. £9 50

' INFORMATION AND ORDER INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

All orders stiould be accomoanied bv oayment ar>d sent
to Alrfix Reader Service, Modelbooks. Bercourt House,
51 York Road. Brentford. Middx TW8 OOP. England.
Cheques and postal ordars should ba made payable to
Albion Scott Limited.

Overseas Customers: Please send payment in British
currency by international money order or bank draft.
Your books will be sent by surface mail, but we will quote
airmail costs if required.

Please enclose 25p postage for orders up to £1, 50p up
to £2 and 75p thereafter.

Callers welcome. Open 9.30 to 5-30 Mon.-Fn, We are next
door to the Brentford Nylons Tower, Great West Road.

SHERMAN — A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN MEDIUM TANK -
This monumental work provides an in-depth study of the evolution of
the U.S medium taik from the years of WWI. The information-
packed volume includes 1.368 illustrations. 12 colour plates. 27 full
page four-view drawings and about 100 miscellaneous sketches,
charts and line drawings. This is a long overdue account of the
evolutions of the Sherman which we highly recommend. 576
pp £27.50
BATTLES WITH MODEL TANKS — This book lays the complete
groundwork on the sub)ect of armoured warfare in miniature provid
ing technical and tactical advice against a background of wargaming
narrative. M&J. Approx £4.25
THE TANK MAGAZINE No. 4 1979 — Contents include a special
report of Swiss Battle Tanks. The Chinese Type 59 tank. German
tanks of WWII 12PZKW. 4 F2. 114 pp, £2.50
GERMAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR TWO — the new edition of this
popular KDKUFAN book, now completely in English. Very good col
our plates, and many plans. 250 ill. £6.95
WORLD TANKS IN WOkO WAR 2 — this new KOKUFAN Tank book
covers all the British, French, American and Russian Tanks of WW2.
100's of photos, plans, colour. With complete English text. A must
for the Tank enthusiast. £5.25
WAR DATA NO. 2 — the Special issues of BORN IN BATTLE —
Centurion Tanks £1 75
New titles in the popular WAFFENARSENAL Series from Germany —
£1.95 each . . . 43 German Heavy Mortars of WW2 . .. 45 SHER
MAN Tanks in WW2 . . . 47 German Special Tanks MAUS. VK 3001.
VK3601, 4501, E 100 .. . 49 PANZER til Type L, M.J.H, A-G . . .
51 Mobile and Stationary FIAK 2 0-8.8 cm. incl. FLAKPANZER . . .
53 HETZER PzJaeger.
ROCKETS & MISSILES — a comprehensive technical directory and
history of the guided missile systems of the 20th century. This new
SALAMANDER book has hundreds of illustrations, many told out.
and superb colour plates. £9 95
THE GERMAN PANZER TROOPS — a new colour book from Japan
Hundreds of illustrations, most In colour, of tanks, uniforms, insig
nia. Peel-offs of badges, orders etc. Allhough the text is only in
Japanese, over 90% are pictures. Excellent at £2.95

WARFARE, MILITARY HISTORY AND UNIFORMS
ELUSIVE VICTORY: THE ARAB-ISRAELI WARS 1947-74 — A richly
documented, authoritative and impartial history ol the war-lorn Mid
dle East. Packed with information on military strength and sizes,
details of strategy and tactics, geographical informaiion There are
also many illustrations, tables, maps, a bibliography and index. 669
pp £11.95
STAHLHELM: THE EVOLUTION OF THE GERMAN STEEL HELMET -
Many photos and illustrations With texl 104 pp £4 95
AOOLF HITLER 1931-1935 — Over 100 revealing photos taken
before the German invasion of Europe and shows Hitler in formal as
well as informal settings The commentary accompanying the pic
tures consists of a series of articles written by many of the mosi
important German leaders ol the day. 145 pp £6.50
WHO FINANCED HITLER: THE SECRET FUNDING OF HITLER'S RISE
TO POWER 1919-1933 — This is the first maior account to reveal
where the Nazi Party got its money, who provided it and why.
Illustiated. 535 pp £7.95

Swiss UNIFdhMS 1?dfr-1850 - by the Historical Research
Society of Switzerland, with 378 colour drawings by Lucien
Rousselot
We have acquired a very small stock of this limited edition
collector's book The massive 35 x 45 cm volume with French
and German text is known as the bible tor Swiss uniforms of
that period Nothing is 'eft out Every unit is covered in great
detail The most magnificent book we had for years. If you can
afford If hurry to get your copy at £99 50 post paid We will
never be able to offer this book again

THE LT. THOMAS M. JOHNSON REFERENCE BOOKS — most
detailed reference books available £5.95 ea.

Vol. 1 — Edged Weapons of the Third Reich — Wearing them —
over 100 photos

Vol. 2 — Third Reich Edged Weapons Accoutrements, over 200
iHuslraiions. many m colour.
ATLAS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION — A most unusual and
comprehensive book of its kind which tells the story of the American
Battle for Independence with the help of maps which are in full colour
and which have not been reproduced since their original appearance
nearly 200 years ago. There is also a pull-out chronologicaHlowcharf
of the war. Indeeo a valuable history source. 216 pp £12 95
THE WORLD OF GEORGE WASHINGTON — A magnificent volume
Not since his death has an effort been made to portray this man and
his world entirely through pairttings drawings, prints and the
incunabula of the 18th century as (his book has successtully done.
280 pp. £12.95
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD WAR TWO — A detailed study of the
battles, weapons, personalities and political events of World War
Two Also included are over 300 illustrations, maps, diagrams, line
drawings siC charts For a!) those interested m the history of this
oeriod. this is an mdespensabie reference book. Hamlyn. £5.95

Trad* and Export Enquiries. AM t>ooks avallabia to
trade at dliceunt. Plaaae contact Trade Manager
Albion Scott Ltd. 51 York Rd, Brentford, MIddx.

Send stamps value lOp for ONE or More of the follow
ing lists. Showing 100's more titles.

AlflBOOKS — books about aircraft and aviation

SEABOOKS — books about ships and maritime

WARBOOKS — books about warfare, weapons,
soldiers

MODELBOOKS — books about modelling

MOTOBOOKS — books about motor vehicles

THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FIRE ARMS — An A-Z direc
tory of military and civil firearms, of makes and makers from 1830 to
the present day. Over 500 illustrations with 50 in colour. Ham
lyn £6 95
AFRiKA KORPS — This is a unique contribution to the historical
literature of World War Two. There are many maps, charts and
technical illustrations. £6 50
HISTORY OF THE S.S. — An easy-to-digest history woven around
the life Sid career of S.S. chief Heinrlch Himmler which avoids the
usual dry chronological recital of facts. 244 pp with black and white
pholos. Hale. £5.50
HITLIR'S PROPAGANDA MACHINE — A unique collection of hun
dreds of photographs and posters brilliantly illustrating the fascina
tion and horror of the Nazi years by the use of propaganda. 192 pp.
A Bison publication. £6 95
HITLER'S WARTIME PICTURE MAGAZINE — SIGNAL — Edited by
S. I Mayer. Over 100 colour and black-and-white illustra
tions. £2.95
WORLD WAR THREE — A military pioiection founded on today's
facts. Edited by R. G. S. Bidwetl. 208 pp. Black and white through
out. Hamlyn. £5.95
GERMAN ARMY AND NAVY UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA 1871-1918
— A definitive book for historians, collectors and model makers
alike. Over 190 pp with hundreds of photos and drawings. £7.60
1979 GUNS AND AMMO ANNUAL — Hundreds of rifle, hand-guns
and pistol pictures including many topical articles £j.50
GREAT BAT11ES OF THE WORLD ON LAND. SEA AND AIR - An
indispensable reference book which analyzes the maioi battles since
World War One Included m this work are 50 naps, over 60 line
drawings and colour illustrations, anc some 5C0 photographs, of
which more than too are in colour Bison boons. 320 pp. £9 95
MIUTARY UNIFORMS IN AMERICA:
THE ERA OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION — 1755-1795
YEARS OF GROWTH — 1796-1851
Both these books are from (he series produced by the Company o<
Military Historians Each have coloured drawings accompanied by a
history ol the regiments £14.95 each

AIRCRAFT AND AVIATION

THE NORTH AMERICAN MUSTANG - This unique plane has been
described in great detail with over 100 photos, 120 pp. £5.95
JAPANESE AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR TWO — Describes the
whole impact o< Japanese air power in WWII and traces the course of
the war in the air in the far East and the Pacific. Also comprehensive
lef section B/w and superb colour photos. 144 pp £6.95
DIE HE 111 — History and development Irom the civil aircraft to the
bomber of this plane 1935-45 Although text is in German there are
hundreds ol excellent b/w photos and line drawings 250 pp £12 95

SQUADRON/SIGNAL PUBLICATIONS

Now EXCLUSIVELY distributed outside the USA by us
SQUADRON/SIGNAL ARMOUR SPEUALS
Card covers
SS Armour — A pictorial history of the armoured formalions ol the
Watfen SS £4.25
Panzer Grenadier Division Grossdeulschland £5 00
SQUADRON/SIGNAL WEAPONS IN ACTION
Card covers
1  Fallschirmiager £2.50
2 German infantry £2.50
3 Watfen SS £2,50
4  Alfika Korps £2 50
SQUADRON/SIGNAL ARMOUR IN ACTION
Card covers

1  Panzer III £2.50
3 German Halftracks £2.50
4 Panzerspahwagen £2.50
5 Nashorn, Hummel. Brummbar (OP) £2.50
6 ^viet Panzers £2.50
7  Panzerjager £2.50
8  Tiger I £2.50
9 British Armour (OP) £2.50
11 Pamhei C2.50
12 PzKpfwlV £2.50
13 Cenlunon Tank £2.50
14 Slutmgeschulz III £2.50
15 German Railway Guns £2.50
16 Sherman £2.50
17 Ml 13 U.S. Personnel Carriers £2.50
18 Stuart £2 50
SQUADRON/SIGNAL AIRCRAFT SPECIAU ... and Kill MIGS
Card covers £4.25
Armee Oe I'AIr — A pictorial history of the French Air Force 1937-
1945 £4.25
Regia Aeronautica — A pictorial history of the Italian Air Force
1940-1943 £4.25
Phantom II — A pictorial history of the McDonnell Douglas F-4
Phantom II £4.25
Aces of the South West Pacific £4.25
Tactical Aircraft £4.25
MIG Alley £4.50
NEW Italian Aircraft of WW 2 £4.50

Telephone and Mail ^^5
Orders accepted on Access, Barclaycard

Tel: 01-560 3404

AH books reviewed or advertised In this magazine can be ordered
from us. PHASE ALLOW 14-21 DAYS OEUVERY.

Visit our Midlands branch. 7 Welch Gate, Bewdley. Worcs,
now open — Mon. Fri. 9-4.30. Sat. 9-5.

Money Back; If you are not entirely satisfied with yout
bookfs], you will receive your money back if you return
your book(s) within 7 days.

SQUADRON SIGNAL WARSHIPS IN ACTION
Card covers
1  u-Boats ^2.50
NEW 2 US Subs in Action £2.50
SQUADRON/SIGNAL AIRCRAR IN ACTION
Card covers

1  Luftwaffe PI 1

2  Luftwaffe R 2
4  LuftwaHe R 3
5  F-4 Phantom
6 H

20 A-6 Intruder £2.50
21 6-24 Liberator £2.50
22 A7 Corsair £2.50
23 B-52 Stratolortress £2.50

einkel He III (OP) £2.50 25 P-38 Lightning £2.50
7  F-8 Ciusader £2.50 26 CurtissP-40 £2.50
9 F-100 Super Sabre £2.50 27 f-104 Startighler £2.50
10 Junkers Ju52(OP) £2.50 28 B-47 Stratojet £2.50
11 A-4Skyhawk £2.50 29 f-4U Corsair £2.50
12 B-17 Flyinq Fortfess£2.50 30 Mess. Bf-110
13 New Luftwatte (OP) £2.50 Zerstorer £2.50
14 Gunslingers £2 50 31 B-29 Superfortress £2.50
15 F-106 Delta Dart £2.50 32 F-14 Tomcat £2.50 I
17 F-105 Thunderchief £2.50 33 F-86 Sabre £2.50 ,
18 P-47 Thunderbolt £2.50 34 B-25 Mitchell £2.50 !
19 FW 190 £2.50 35 F-111 £2.50
To supplemenl the Squadron/Signal Series:
DAS WAFFENARSENAL — published in Germany. Same Format as
Squadron/S titles. Excellent quality. German captions (' with English
text insets) £2.50 each
AIRCRAFT SERIES (titles that are not in Squadron/Signal)
11 Junkers JU 52
17 Mcsserschmitt Me 109
20 Heinkel He III
26 Junkers JU-87 Stuka
32 Messerschmitt Me 163 Komel
36 Spitfire
42 German Military GlidetS of WW2
44 Russian Fighters of WW2, Chato. Rata
46 Dornier Oo 17, Do 215
48 Junkers Ju 66. all versions
50 Hiiinkel He III Bombers. Civil, Tower
52 Focke-Wuif CONDOR
54 BV 138 Reconnaissance float plane
55 Dormer Flying Boats

Messerschmitt Me 262
TANK AND WEAPONS SERIES (titles not in Squadron/Signal Series)
(' denotes titles with English text insert]
14 Panzer IV

10 Panzer I
19 Panzer II'
21 Panzer Skoda 35 ions
23 Panzer 36 tons
25 Koenigsliger'
27 88 mm FLAK
26 German Rocket Launchers
29 37 mm PAK
31 Tiger r
33 Panzer V PANTHER'
41 Russian Tanks KW I and KW II
43 German Heavy Mortars
47 German Special Tanks MAUS, VK 3001 etc.*
49 PANZER III Type L. M. J. H. A-G
51 Fiakpanzei and Mobile Flak 2.0-8.6 cm
53 Panzeqaeger HETZER
WARSHIP SERIES

37 U-Boat VII Series
ALMARK PUBLISHING

UNIFORMS AND EQUIPkKNT
Card covers

Regiments at Waterloo — Volume 1 French Army Uniforms £1.95
Regiments at Waterloo — Volume 2 British Army Uniforms^-95
Chasseurs a Cheval de la Garde imperiale ^-25
French Napoleonic Artillery
American Civil War Union Infantry Unitorms £1-95
Grenadiers a Cheval de la Garde Imperiale ^-95
Skinner's Horse ^•'0
ARMOUR CAMOUFLAGE AND MARKINGS WWII
Card covers
Germany, Norfh Africa Li-25
British, North Africa LI.25
German Eastern From
Wehrmachl Markings World War Two LI.95
WORLD WAR TWO MIUTARY
Card covers
German Motorcycles WWI! C.50
Panzer Regiments
German Uniforms WWII 1935-45
Kubel and Schwimmwagen ^-50
British Military Transport WWII L2.50
Panzer-Jager ('In preparation) May /9 £4-5U
Panzerkampfwagen I 4 11 ('In preparation) L2.95

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER READER SERVICEI

ALBION SCOTT LTD., proprietors of MODELBOOKS, are leading international wholesale distributors
tor specialist books, import books from 20 countries and claim to be able to provide any book on the
subjects tbey cover. Tbey have 3,000 titles in their Military range, from publishers in UK and about
15 other countries, including military histories, weapons, wargaming, uniforms, etc.

efficient mail order service for the readers of specialist magazines such as
WARGAMER S NEWSLETTER in which their advertisement appears because, as tbey rightly say there are not
more than five firms that can afford to carry the vast range of books and the sheer quantity in stock.
Visitors to the warehouse are increasing each year, but for those who cannot get there their lists
and catalogues are to he had just by sending an s.a.e. to the ahove address.



BOOK REVIEWS
pages'! 152 photographs; 7 maps and 12 vehicle plans, Ian ^_

Surely one of the most surprising, stimulating and H I Ik jl
quite magnificent victories of military history was that , V 'j V
of Wavell's 30,000 men, ably led by General O'Connor, who I ^
utterly destroyed an Italian army of 250,000 men in less I ' i \^- M , A\
than two months, bringing an aura to the Western Desert m A N\,j7
which it has never lost. The original force of British, m ̂ BSS^ - kW 1
Australian and Indians who performed this^aLStonishing feat y jpPkHBBLj^. Hfc" m ̂ fcm ̂
were real professionals, trained to the minute, led by j tl3 SlCaii* ¥ 1
far-seeing and excellent commanders against whom the badly
equipped and low moraled Italians, bravely as they fought,

books on tanks and armoured warfare - indeed he was most " ̂ >''■ ■'■ ■■" ^ B
complimentary about my own Regiment and Brigade in his ■ -, , _■ ^ M&.
book on the Churchill tank. He has spared no effort to
bestow tlie appropriate ucioJadeupon Wavell's army, his \
pictures are first-class and most illustrative, his maps v»-—
well drawn and his plans of vehicles a boon to the military modeller. Indeed, the military historian,
modeller and, above all, the wargaraer will find much to stimulate them within the text and pictures of
this book. 1 kno7- of few wargamers who have set this up on table-top battlefields - much to our shame,
and it would be nice to think that this book inspired such a course of action.

GREAT BATTLE TANKS by Simon Dunstan. (9i" x 7i"; 112 pages; 112 photographs. Ian Allan Ltd -
soft covers £2.50p).

As a handy reference boolc on the principle tanks of the world from I916 until today, this little
book is hard to beat. Every main tank of all Nations in that period is covered by brief text and two
photographs, with fuller data contained in an appendix. The photos are good and sufficient informa
tion is provided to whet the appetite and/or enlighten the reader, particularly on the AFVs of today
— many of them being quite unknown to me. Well produced, in an attractive format, this is a very
good "buy" at such a low price.

PATRICK STEPHENS LTD have recently issued catalogues of their new publications, and books in
print July 1979. The former lists many exciting new titles viz:-

ARMIES OF THE MIDDLE EAST by Otto von Pivka
SKIRMISH WARGAMING by Donall F.Feathers tone (Paperback edition)
TANK AND AFV CREW UNIFORMS SINCE I9I6 by Martin Windrow
PANZERS IN RUSSIA 19Al-''43 by Bruce Quarrie
PANZERS IN RUSSIA 19^3-^5 by Bruce Quarrie
MILITARY ARCHAEOLOGY - A collector's guide to 20th Century War relics by Terry Gander
PANZERS IN NORTH-WEST EUROPE - World War 2 Photo Album 5 l)y Bruce Quarrie
GERMAN PARATROOPS IN THE MED - World War 2 Photo Album 7 by Bruce Quarrie

plus many of British and American air and naval matters.

Titles in print of interest to wargamers are;- COMBINED OPERATIONS IN THE CIVIL WAR by Dr.Rowena
Reed; THE FIGHTING TANKS, 1916-1933 by Jones, Rarey and Icks; GERMAN COMBAT WEAPONS OF THE SECOND
WORLD WAR Ed. E. J. Ho'' ■ sc limi d t and W.H.Tantum; GERMAN COMBAT WEAPONS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR Ed. E.J.
Hoffschmidt and W.H.Tantum; GERMAN MILITARY UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA 1933-19^5; GERMAN TANK AND ANTITANK
by E.J.Hoffschnudt and W.H.Tantum; JAPANESE COMBAT WEAPONS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR Ed.W.H.Tantum and
E.J.HoffSchmidt; TANKS AND ARMOURED VEHICLES 1900-19^5 by Col.Robert J.Icks; UNIFORMS OF THE AMERICA,
BRITISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN ARMIES IN THE WAR OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 1775-1783 by Lt.Charles M. ^
Lefferts and U.S. MILITARY VEHICLES, WORLD WAR 2 Ed.E.J.Hoffschmidt and W.H.Tantum, and also much on
naval and aerial affairs.

It is not generally appreciated that PSL have many American titles in their History tod Cuhrent
Affairs list, boolcs unobtainable elsewhere in this country.

INFANTRY WEAPONS OF THE WORLD by Christopher F.Foss and T.J.Gander. (Sf" x 5f"; 136 pages; 1 or
2 photographs per page. Ian Allan Ltd - £5.95p).

This is the second edition and an up-dated version of its predecessor with many new photographs
that cover all the main infantry weapons used today, together with a selection of weapons under de
velopment. The authors need no recommendation and their quite incredible researches and details will
not only be invaluable to the wargamer in the Modern scene but also provide spine-chilling although
informative reading for the rest of us. One obvious fact emerges from these pages that any standardi
sation of'Affeaponb and ammunition within NATO is a pure vision whilst the Warsaw Pact nations have a
calibre standardisation that is well advanced and the weapon standardisation a distinct possibility,
with Soviet infantry weapons showing a general simplicity and ease of use that is often absent among
Western designs. A beautiful and definitive book.

WARGAME RULES by Don Featherstone. 40p per set or £3.00p for 9 sets, including postage. Ancient
(IOOOBC-9OOAD); Medieval; Pike and Shot; 18th Century; Napoleonic; American Civil War; 1880 including
Colonial Wars; 1917 (Colonial); 19^^ Normandy. WARGAMES TERRAIN ILLUSTRATED 55p.
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FROM RECRUIT TO STAFF SERGE^T 'by N.W.Bancroft with . . ' ^ig
an introduction by B.P.Hughes. (81" x 5i"; 155 pages. ^
Ian Henry Publications - e^.95p). • v, _ f' ■ ■

A decade ago when writing my books "All For a / 'mm' / 8, .^K.
Shilling a Day" and "At Them With the Bayonet!" - both | 8SL. 4S|k
about the Sikh War of 18k5/k6, 1 repeatedly came across
references to a book written by N.W.Bancroft a veteran a
of that war published in Calcutta in 1885. At that time ^8
1 was unable to obtain it, nor did 1 feel that there was _ . ■ P ■
very much chance of getting a sight of it without a great
deal of luck. Well, the luck has come my way and now 1
own a copy of a replica re-print of this book! A year or
so ago that wonderful writer and English gentleman Major-
General B.P.Hughes R.A. told me that this book was in the * -5''3
course of preparation and that he would be writing a v. ^
foreword to it and, as anything written by General Hughes %'rv, ̂ f ,'\ 3
of "Firepower"; "The Bengal Horse Artillery"; and "British X I
Smoothbore Artillery" fame is worth reading, 1 looked ' ylu',.-\ . • _,|
forward to it with keen appetite. Rudyard Kipling, out
of fashion today except to those of us who like stirring: ' ■
patriotic words, wrote a memorable piece called "Snarleyow",
taken from Bancroft's story of the wounded artillery horse
at the Battle of Ferozeshah. This book is a saga of the
early Victorian army in India, telling in vivid but almost undramatic manner the story of the bloody
battles against the Sikhs, and of that famed elite corps the Bengal Horse Artillery whose colourful
uniform is shown in the photograph of Sergeant Bancroft himself in this book. One can learn a Idt
about British Colonial wars from these pages, surprisingly the British soldier seemed to be given
quite a lot of freedom to wander around India from one station to another - some of his marches to
different postings took six months or more! General Hughes' introduction leads the way into the un
tutored writing of this Old Soldier - all of it provides the greatest information and stiumulus for
us who wargame in the Colonial period. Now and then one has the opportunity to acquire a book that
has become a legend - its existence is rumoured but doubted over the years because one never gets the
chance to see it. Well, here is one of them - and it is hoped that other publishers will get the
idea and do the same, providing this one is supported and becomes commercially viable.

ENGLISH WEAPONS AND WARFARE 449-l660 by A. V.B.Norman and Don Pottinger. (8-|" x 22k pages;
innumerable illustrations. Arms and Armour Press - £4.95p).

Back in Victorian times all new books had to have their pages slit before they could be read -
the same thing had to be done to this one but maybe 1 got hold of an odd review copy! 1 thought it
looked familiar when first it emerged from its package then 1 realised that it was originally pub
lished in 1966 under the title "Warrior to Soldier kk9-l660" in Great Britain and in Aiaerica as "A
History of War and Weapons kk9 to I66O". Notwithstanding, this is a superb and quite delightful book
which has been one of my most useful volumes for a number of years. The authors are so expert as to
need little introduction - A.V.B.Norman is Master of the Armouries at the Tower of London and was

formerly Assistant Curator in the Scottish United Services Museum; Don Pottinger, the artist, is
Unicorn Pursuivant of Arms to the Court of the Lord Lyon Kings of Arms, and has collaborated on,
and illustrated, four other historical works. His black-and-white illustrations that feature on
almost every page are quite brilliant and of inestimable value to the wargamer. The book is in
sections - Organisation from the Saxon Warrior up to the Army of 166O; Arms and Armour over the same
period; Tactics and Strategy; and Castles and Cannons - all dealt with in a most thorough and easily
readable manner and so brilliantly illustrated as to make it a volume that, as an author, 1 would be
extremely proud to have published under my own name. So far as the wargaraer is concerned there is
more In this single volume than a dozen other works of reference.

LOOKING AROUND
^^ALON HILL GENERAL - May-June 1979. Devoted to board wargaming, but invariably contains

articles of historical interest and a value to wargamers - if only by pointing the need for a war-
gamer s narrative as a precursor to a reconstructed or simulated battle. This issue contains new
scenarios for the boardgame ANZIO; Strategy and Tactics in the Gustav Line scenario (l remember it
well in 19k4.); Third Reich - details for a British victory; French strategy in the game Napoleon;
scenario for Panzerblitz; the in-depth details of the game 1776 and also a Diplomacy article, plus
features, correspondence, etc. A bit esoteric to a simple mind like mine but if you can work your
way through American-style text and you are interested in boardgames this is a must.

GUIDON - No.l 1979. This quarterly magazine by the Miniature Figure Collectors of America has
a well illustrated article on the Mongols : which will be of interest and value to the wargamer in
tnis period. Also an article on how to go about acquiring old soldiers (Britains, etc.).

LONE WARRIOR - July 1979. Enthusiastic journal of the Solo Wargamers Association is now in its
lourth year of publication. By the very nature of being a Solo wargamer ensures enthusiasm and this
magazine reflects it in every line. Contains articles on board gaming basics; Napoleonic Solo Battles;
in Deience of Fantasy; An introduction to Naval wargaming; a suggested wargame problem; Fringe cam
paigning - naming characters, etc.; the Solo Wargames Association library; an interesting correspon
dence section with some very well-known names appearing; an article on the true scale of 15mm figures.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - April 1979. This very professional journal of military history, including
theory and technology, is published for the American Military Institute by the Department of History
of Kansas State University. Contains illustrated articles of immense authority backed by extensive



bibliographies, Articles in this issue include The Chiang-Stilwell Conflict 19A2-44; The Influence 21
of the British Garrison on the development of the Montreal Police 1832 to 1853; The Kinlock Affair
1902-1903 (a British Army critique); Morality Legislation and British Troops in late 19th century
India; The development of the Officers Training Corps; The International Conference on Ultra; plus
information of new publications, conventions, exhibitions, book reviews, etc., etc. If you are a
really serious student of military history then you must take this magazine - its book reviews are
worth the price alone!

MILITARY JOURNAL Newsletter is a chatty four-page affair published by International Graphics
Corporation, 218 Beech Street, Bennington, VT 05201, U.S.A. It gives interesting book reviews and
has a very extensive list of cheap military publications which might well appeal to many readers.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1979. A superb coloured cover of a Renaissance scene leads on to
the usual bulky and well packed issue with innumerable informative advertisements plus good articles
on British Line Infantry Campaign dress 1754-1783; Uniform information; the battlefield of Killie-
crankie then and now; Terry Wise's pungent Observation Post; and article on the development of khaki;
Modelling with DAS pronto; Military markings and APV information; board wargames reviews; figure
painting techniques; C.S.Grant's Table Top Teaser - An Ambush; Stuart Asquith on "Terrain for War-
games"; plus all the usual reviews of the latest books, figures, models, etc., and a breathtakingly
stimulating section of coloured photographs of recent models that have won awards in exhibitions in
this country and America. Most of them will be useful to wargamers in painting their own much smaller
figures.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - July 1979. The magazine of today's British Army, packed with information
about what is going on plus good illustrated articles on the 9/l2th Lancers being presented with a
new Guidon by the Queen Mother; Sappers at work; the last illustrated article on the existing sur
vivors of a Society of men who fought in the Boer War - there are still twelve of them; Russians on
exercise; Military Museum of the Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry; illustrated article
on Blenheim Military Models; very full section of reviews on military books, plus correspondence
column.

1979 EUROPEAN WARGAMES CHAMPIONSHIPS

Richard Murzin

A wargaming first on the Continent was the
1979 European Continental Wargames Championships
which took place in (Kleine-Brogel) Peer,
Belgium, on the 28th and 29th April.

The Championship was organised by the Kleine-
Brogel Wargamers League and was held in the disco
de Nutser. The disco originally a 200 year old
farm building complex, similar in design to the
famous La Haye Sainte farm provided the ideal
atmosphere for the weekends events.

iHyTwo well known wargames shops, the Musketeer
Shop of Kleine-Brogel and the Tin Soldier Shop of
Sint-Niklaas, both of whom can credit themselves JHHp
with lifting the hobby of wargaming in the Benelux
out of its dark ages, operated trade stands for the weekend competition. Large stocks of wargames
figures from all the major British and American manufacturers as well as books, painted figures,
boardgames and other related items were made available through these traders.

W.R.G. rules with 1,000 point armies in the Napoleonic and Ancient periods were utilised in the
knock-out championship. Germans, Dutchmen, Belgians along with British and Americans residing on
the Continent took part in the stirring competitions.

Johan Doms and Benny S'Jegers of Belgium, pitted a Scottish mercenary army against a Turkish
army in a very colourful demonstration of a Renaissance game. In the Napoleonic finals Dave Johnson,
a r>.o-"-iee nla^er ^'rom "ollend, commanding a French army matched wits with the veteran Mick Brady from
Celle, Germany, with his British army. This well fought battle see-sawed throughout its duration
resulting in a hard won victory for Mick Brady, our Napoleonic champion.

The Ancient period, being the most popular was well represented, and the competition to reach
the finals was fierce, several games having to be played to reach this point. In the end Aiex
Strikberda of Holland using a Gothic army conceded to Dave Barnett of Celle, German, with his
beautifully painted Anglo-Danish army.

The winners Mick Brady and Dave Barnett who are presently serving in the British Army, were
each presented with trophies and 5OO Belgian Franc gift certificates towards the purchase of goods
at The Musketder Shop.

Kris Doms, President of the Kleine-Brogel Wargamers League stated that in next years champion
ships he would like to include a 25mm painting contest, boardgaming and championship games in
several different historical periods.

Anyone interested in participating in next year's competition can write for details in Dutch,
French, English or German to Kris Doms, Edegemse Steenweg 77, 25OO Kontich, Belgium,

The members of the Kleine-Brogel Wargamers League would like to extend their thanks to the
participants and traders, most of whom had to travel a great distance to attend this year s Champion-
ships and make It the success that it was.



"How do you do? ¥e are a small wargeunes club, and would be very interested in renewing our war-
gaming with new ideas from other wargamers. As far as we know, we are the only such group in Rio,
although I would not go as far as to say we are the one group in the State.

About two weeks ago, one of ours chanced upon your book "Wargame Campaigns" and brought it to
our attention in the following meeting. It hardly needs saying that it was the one topic discussed
that meeting. We found the majority of your ideas very good, mainly the ones on morale and also the
"matchbox" method for secret movements (it had always been one of our main difficulties, because
rarely, if ever, one of us is willing to be the umpire). We, of course, immediately wrote to Stanley
Paul, asking about your remaining books. Before the reply could arrive (in fact it has not arrived
as yet) the same one of us that had found your "Wargames Campaigns" found your "Wargames Through the
Ages" (which also took the place of all topics in our last meeting) in which we found with great
pleasure your address and also found out that there were magazines dedicated to wargaming.

Although it has been already more than a year since we first started meeting for wargaming, only
when you pointed out the inherent advantages of forming a club, did this subject of formalising our
status as a group arise. At the same time, a long delayed plan of expansion gained new life, in view
of so many available magazines and the seemingly big number of companies involved in the manufacturing
and selling of both miniature soldiers and wargames (board). We now have about 500 miniature soldiers
of the Napoleonic period, roughly half of them French and the remaining shared by the Scots and
British. We have hand-made about five 'forests', many gun carriages, wagon trains, etc. All our
soldiers are Airfix, which are not very good for wargaming because of their too varied positions. So,
we are thinking of raising our Napoleonic strength to about 1,500 soldiers, if possible including
some Allied units such as Dutch, Austrian, Prussian, Russian or Spanish (guerrilla) units, as well as
equipment. It would be ideal if this new acquisition could be of one only position-bayonet forward
advancing. So we would trouble you to the extent of asking you to send us the addresses of companies
that could fulfil this order for us, as well as being able to send us spare supplementary material
such as plasticine for rivers and roads, 'rocks', wagon trains for supply trains, houses, etc.

Some of us do not agree that all table-top battles should be fought in miniatures. They defend
that boardgames with paper counters are better, at least as far as field strategy is concerned. In
their name, we would very much appreciate if you could send us information upon these, such as the
main companies that deal with them, etc."

Domicio Proenca Junior, President Clube dos Jogos de Guerra,
Av Copacabana 959/303, Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, R.J., Brasil.

ooOoo

"I always used to think that stories of wargamers temporarily giving up the hobby with the
of family responsibilities were just "old husbands tales", but 1 have found this year that babies
leave one with neither the time nor the mental energy required to get absorbed in regular wargaming.
However, I recently managed to get a full '^8 hour pass' from domestic duties and the enclosed offer
ing is the result. Oh, for bachelor days again! (or failing that, retirement).

Andy Callan of Manchester 19.

ooOoo

"Two pieces about the National Army Museum in your July issue! Thank you so very much. I was
delighted that you were able to give so much information about the Summer Club and you are one of
the few people to have been interested in the L'Eveque watercolours."

Miss E.Talbot Rice, Research and Information Officer,
National Army Museum.

ooOoo

"What is the appeal of the Colonial period? It is .^asymetrical. The troops have firepower,
discipline and steadiness, the tribesmen have numbers, mobility and endurance. Troops win in open
country, or in sieges, but tribesmen win in rough country. Whereas a battle between similar armies
(Greeks/Romans or Napoleonics) becomes a complex chess-game, a Colonial war involves more general
ship - not 'how can I fight him' but "how can I fight him on my ground'.

The 'troops' win eventually - but not always. Often the two sides so feared or underestimated
each other that a crushing defeat could be inflicted on either side. After Prestonpans comes
Culloden, after Little Big Horn, Wounded Knee, after Isandhlwana, Rorke's Drift.

In short, the regular symetrical wargamer with his troops in squares and lines, jackets of
proper facing for the regiment, etc., likes a tidy, orderly world of calculated probabilities. The
Colonial wargamer likes chance and unpredictability, the double or broke gamble. In Dungeon and
Dragon terms, one is lawful, one is chaotic."

M.B.Warris of Leicester.

—ooOoo



MUST LIST

Quietly and assiduously following his chosen course of turning out characteristic model soldiers
for wargaming, Bill Lamming of LAMMING MINIATURES (ahly aided hy his wife Rene) never fails to come
up with something pleasing and distinctive. His range tends to concentrate on specific eras, endeav
ouring to supply those figures not made by other manufacturers or to make a Lamming version that is
invariably equal if not better than those of their rivals. His latest batch is no exception and I am
very pleased to be able to review them here at some length. In chronological order there are two
Persians - an Immortal and a Light Foot archer or spearman with a choice of shields and weapons. Then
there are two Greeks and a Greek/Macedonian - a file leader in breastplate with long spear, shield and
helmet for attaching, Greek Companion cavalry with a choice of head to make them either Thessalian or
Boeotian and a Phalangite/Hypaspist wearing spolas,>also with choice of shield and with separate head
and weapon. A light Numidian cavalryman (or could also be used as a Greek), with a pleasant little
horse typical of the period; the horse of the Roman general is much larger and more dignified, even a
trifle stylised. Then there are two Medieval mounted warriors - one in chainmail with heads to make
him a Russian, Arab or Spaniard; a fine knight in plate-armour with a barded horses. Another

speciality of Lamming are the ranges of non-military figures he makes, forming ideal accessories for
his Medieval and other periods - here we have two nudes -a nude female with a choice of head to turn
her into a Greek, Negro or a Barbarian; and a male with heads that make him a Barbarian or a Negro.
There is also a dressed female in a long flowing robe with separate heads, who could obviously be
painted up to represent most late Ancient or early Medieval periods. Another facet of the Lamming
range is his 20mm scale selection of British, American and German for World War Two - the set he has
sent me is an American in kneeling position with bazooka over his shoulder attended by a man bearing
a missile ready for loading. Another extremely useful adjunct to the Lamming ranges are the separate
weapons he makes, enabling his figures to be armed in different manners of the choice of the wargamer.
Here we have a set that includes a Boar spear, a gisame, cudgel, rhomphaia and an Arab bow case; then
there are two beautifully made 25mm scale Napoleonic muskets - a British Tower and a French Charleville;
finally, there is a Medieval pavise, that tall wooden barrier behind which crossbowmen sheltered,
emerging to loosen their bolts. Everything that 1 have described is free of flash and well detailed
although without that multiplicity of markings that make some figures so difficult to paint; without
doubt, these figures when painted will look exceptional. Having recently written a wargamer's guide
book to the Hundred Years War LIVING HISTORY, I am very Medieval-conscious and am well aware that
there are few Medieval ranges more exciting than those of Bill Lamming, who has made a speciality of
this period. His minute Medieval ships are also really beautiful and sends ones mind racing with
thoughts of naval battles that can easily be set up on a normal table because of the scale of the
vessels. Hammings also turn out other relatively singular ranges including Vikings and Normans - both
"fringe" armies which are tailor-made for second armies to supplement the mighty battalions of
Napoleonic or whatever that usually are far too crowded on a normal wargames table to give a battle
that bears any resemblance to reality.

1 saw Neville Dickinson of MINIATURE FIGURINES: last night at the monthly dinner of the Wessex
Military Dining Club and hastened to buy him a drink when he darkly told me that I would be getting
an answer to my cheeky attacks in recent issues of the Newsletter! I ossured him that they were not
attacks but kindly criticism aimed at stirring up discussion. Neville and 1 are good enough friends
for him to accept my explanation - nevertheless I look forward (and I hope you do) to his answer -
which will obviously be the usual reasoned and convincing statement of fact for which he is noted! I
hope it will appear in this issue.

In fact, it DID come in time, and here it is exactly as received, no editing or omissions!

"1 read with interest in the July Must List your comments on my correspondence with Terry Wise
following his vievvrs in his regular Military Modelling article. I seemed to have stirred up something
of an argument somewhat like the old days of the Wargamer's Newsletter. On consideration, I would
not reply to Terry's letter in the same manner as I did then but the basic theme would be the same.

As you know all the Wargame figure Manufacturers were and still are Wargamers. Thus they were
Amateur Businessmen and Manufacturers with probably all of them admitting to being first and foremost
Wargamers. They were Hobbyists supplying hobbyists direct and initially and as far as I know for the
majority of smaller Manufacturers still supplying the majority of their production direct to the War-
gaming Customer.

With the interest in the hobby increasing over the years. Retailers, because of Customer demand
or because they were Wargamers, commenced stocking figures made by us Amateurs - Dick Higgs was a
Wallpaper Designer by day, Ray Seaton of Warrior, a Tech College Lecturer, John Hammond of Skytrex
a Dentist, Bill Lamming a retired Bobby, Frank Hinchliffe a highly skilled Engineer and me 1 ran a
Finance Company, Slowly but surely our part time hobby endeavours took over our working day life,
staff were taken on and inevitably and reluctantly in most cases, we have become professional Manu
facturers with this unfortunate but marvellous interest in Wargaming.

Over the years, the production has changed from mainly direct sales to Wargamers to Retailers
who obviously are in business to make a living and unless these Retailers carry our products, the
hobby will remain "underground". You started the modern Wargaming scene with "Wargames", then along
came a couple of Wargamers capable of making figures, then some Retailers prepared to stock models
and the hobby grew and grew and grew. Without your book, without the Manufacturers, without the
Retailers where would the hobby be now? Probably still Tony Bath, Charlie Grant, Peter Young, you
and a couple of others but certainly not me as I got led astray by your original book - still the
best way to enjoy Wargaming by the way.

Thus;



1. Most Manufacturers were originally amateurs who became professional but because of the original-
base price structure are still giving the Wargamer professional goods and service at amateur
prices.

2. The other manufacturers operate their business as a "side line" so any money is basically profit
i.e. they do not live on the business.

3. Costs have increased many times over but with respect not the prices in the same proportion as
the various Manufacturers are aware of each others prices and are reluctant to increase them to
an economic level.

4. Plastic is a bi-product of oil which is becoming expensive so do not rub your hands too much 'cos
it will not last long. Oil will be in short supply soon, plastic will be short and then the
prices will be as high as tin, a metal of which all known reserves will be used up by the end of
the century (so we are told).

That is my view, I hope some of the other Manufacturers will state theirs in your magazine and
that in some way they agree with mine."

There may be much in what Neville says, although I must confess that 1 have never detected any
thing particularly amateurish about the manner in which Miniature Figurines and Hinchliffe run their
businesses! There might well be a financial limit to what the wargamer will pay for his figures,
certainly the increases hinted at by Neville will encounter strong sales resistance and will inevit
ably cause the less monied (and probably younger) wargamer to look in the direction of cheaper plastic
figures - or to start making his own moulds and pirating existing figures. The last state of affairs
would be quite disastrous to the commercial model soldier world who Invest a considerable amount of
money in researching and designing their master-figures, on top of that there are the usual overheads
plus a reasonable profit-margin. The very fact that prices have, until recently, been kept relatively
low has induced into the dogged mind of the wargamer a conviction that higher prices are a rip-off to
be fought with all means at his disposal. Any manufacturer who can come up with a relatively simple
figure, inexpensive in its conception and design, so that the price can be kept lower, might make a
big impression on the market - although wargaraers tend to become set in their ways and will probably
stick to the figures to which they have become accustomed - although buying in smaller numbers.

I wonder if some sort of simple figure could be produced along the lines of those used in the
dioramas by Greenwood and Ball some 25 years or so ago. These were cast in what is known as the
basic anatomical position i.e. a man standing feet astride and arms stretched out to his side, then
bent into any sort of position required, soldered onto a base and weapons fixed into hands. Thus a
figure could be made wearing a British Napoleonic shako, with pack on back, etc., and then converted
to the whim of the purchaser - almost in the manner of turning out a series of blanks in industry.

Neville made an interesting point in his letter about plastic model soldiers, so it may be
necessary for you to make hay while the sun shines. Elsewhere in this issue 1 have mentioned the
Italian-made ATLANTIC figures which have on numerous occasions provi-ied an interesting motivation
during Continental holidays by a relentless search from town-to-town and shop-to-shop until the odd
box is tracked down here and there. 1 have not had the opportunity of doing this in Italy where they
are made so they might be easier to find, but they are rather elusive in France! However, the problem
is eased by the fact that MINIATURE WARFARE and a few other firms in this country are importing them,
although the shipments are few and far between and cause considerable hair-tearing among people such
as George Erik of Miniature Warfare who have orders to fulfil. It is rather like the situation when

wargaming first began to become popular in this country - the only supplier being SAE (Swedish
African Engineers) who, at various times had models made and painted in Ireland, Madeira and near
Cape Town in South Africa! The only place in England where one could purchase them was a small toy
shop in Brighton, whose owner Mr.Jewson would on rare occasions circulate his'small bunch of known
enthusiasts with the knowledge that a shipment had come in and then a hair-raising pilgrimage to the
Sussex seaside town would take place. Bill Gunson, a well known collector in his day, would rush
home on leave from Kuwait and buy about £150s worth at a time (and that was money in those days!)

However, back to Atlantic - these are really worth investigating because the range is increasing
and they are well made figures that paint up well. One of their attractive af-tril-ui es is the manner
in which their boxes depict numbers of them all painted up, giving excellent ideas for colour of
uniforms etc. They come in small boxes of one sprue holding twelve figures and, for some queer
reason there seems to be a bonus in each box (regardless of size and increasing in number with the
size of the box) of an extra little sprue. For example, in front of me as I write I dave a box of
Greek infantry - the sprue contains 12 figures and the "bonus" sprue another four, giving sixteen
25mm infantry figures for 2fr 50 (at present the franc is 9.80 to the pound).. The sixteen figures
contain men in nine different poses; in the larger box (selling at 6fr50) there will be three such
sprues and usually equivalent bonus sprues; while the very larges boxes contain all sorts of fantas
tic goodies such as warships, temples, Roman amphitheatres, etc., etc. The cavalry box contains 4
horsemen and 4 horses, which probably is not quite as good value but is still works.out- at about 7p
a figure. The range goes on much like this, with the Greeks being packed in brown boxes, the Romans
in red. Ancient Egyptians in blue and a whole range of contemporary troops (such as Panzer Grenadiers,
Russian infantry, British World War Two figures, Indian Army troops of World War Two period, etc.,
etc.,) in similar boxes but in distinctive colours. If you look around hard abroad (I do not think
these are available in England although some backstreet newspaper shops seem to have them tucked away
on their shelves) you can find smaller boxes containing figures of a definite 00 scale, certainly
smaller than these I am describing - it would seem that they were the originals when the range began.
Among this collection are some quite fascinating figures such as Hitler and his Blackshirts, Stalin
and various Russian troops including machine-guns on wheels and things like that. There are also
interesting boxes of Italian troops, such as Bersaglieri and ski-troops with mountain equipment in-



eluding mules and mule-borne equipment. There is certainly something very interesting in the thought
of making a very mountainous terrain, covered with a white sheet and then letting loose a whole lot
of white-painted (think of the time saved in painting!) ski-troops upon it.

The wargamer has many interesting aspects and leads to follow, not the least being his eternal
search for figures that he likes. Stalls in town markets and little backstreet shops often contain
plastic bags full of figures made in Hong Kong - many of them are blatant piracies of Airfix figures,
but here and there one encounters quite a reasonable and interesting figure. They are usually made
in a soft plastic but paint up quite well and when sprayed with a clear varnish reasonably last the
course. They blend in with other figures and provide an interesting note of difference - I have a
Roman Legion with a whole bunch of senior officers converted and made up from these figures mounted
on Airfix horses!

Wargameis will well know the aggravation of intensely desiring some particular soldier or piece
of equipment and find that it is not commercially available. For those who are adept at making
things, the problem can solved by scratch-building but such talents do not lie within the reach of
all and frustration reigns rampant on occasions. For the wargamer fighting modern warfare there is
a very pleasant and convenient solution in that, if he cannot find what he wants in the existing at
least 100 plastic kits of AFVs and supporting vehicles in 1:76 or 1:72 scale commercially produced
and on the market then he can buy kits for them and many more unusual models for a slightly higher
j)rlce. These are not the polystyrene mouldings of the conventional type but are resin mouldings
turned out by skilled modellers working on a small-scale within a small range. They are not as easy
to put together as the normal plastic kit and the instructions must be followed very carefully and
tlie riglit adhesive used, some excellent results can be obtained. They are not really kits because
rarely Is the complete model provided and the modeller has to supply gun-barrels, lights, stowage,
steering wheels, windscreens for the vehicle; the conventional polystyrene cements cannot be used for
the resin mouldings and the recommended adhesives are the various epoxy adhesives, UHU and the
cyanoacrylatesters. The resin will take the usual enamels and oil-based paints however. Resin
mouldings are not cheap compared with other plastic kits but it should be considered that you are
obtaining the services of expert and experienced craftsmen working in a relatively expensive material
to provide vehicles which could be difficult to scratch-build and cannot otherwise be obtained. They
range in cost from about 55p to 90p; turrets and items And conversions cast from 25p to 70p; larger
and more complex models cost more, such as French Char B at £1.00p. The biggest range of resin mould
ings is that of Eric Clark, 19 Lonsdale Road, Southport, Merseyside PR8 6NL, who can provide about 50
different models and has a programme of more to come. Barry Valby, 8 Priory Gardens, Luton, Beds LU2
7DP, has a range of unusual AFVs and also items for converting existing plastic kits. Graham Baker
(GRAMODELS) of l60 Chauland Road, Caddington, Luton, Beds, can provide in 1:76 scale, such items as
a barrage-balloon. World War One tank Little Willie and other exceptional itpms. If you write asking
for details to these manufacturers remember that they are one-man businesses, their time is fully
taken up with their modelling so send a s.a.e.

Still on models and kits - MATCHBOX are still maintaining a steady programme of releases of 1:76
scale armoured vehicles. Their latest effort is the PzJg IV L/70 at 45p. This is a fine model of a
vehicle that was prominent during World War Two, and includes colour scheme details of markings for
the vehicle in operational theatres in both East and West.

Many wargamers like myself find great interest in making terrain and they are always on the look
out for new items. An East German firm ni'e putting out under the trade name of VERO a large range of
plastic model building kits siiuiJar to those made by Faller and Pola. They are imported into this
country by EASTERN MODELS, 209 Picliiirs Lane, West Wickham, Kent, and can be supplied by post. Con
struction is exceedingly sinip]e and all parts are pre-coloured. The range is extensive and offers
a lot of new designs which differ from those familiar over the years from makers in West Germany.
Available are moclols in "0 (1:87) N (l:6o) and TT (1:120). A full colour catalogue is available at
85p.

CITADEL MINIATURES LIMITED (Newark Folk Museum, 'tS Mill Gate, Newark, Nottinghamshire) are well
known for laige langcs of figures for Fantasy wargaming. Now they are offering Ral Pathar 1200 AD
Medievals and Vikings. The range includes Vikings in various poses; English longbowmen, foot knights,
men-at-arms and mounted knights; French men-at-arms, knight:and mounted knights; Spanish infantry,
archers and cavalry; Moorish archers, infantry, cavalry and horse archers; Byzantine infantry;
Varangian guards with two-handed axes; Mongol horse archers, medium and heavy cavalry. I presume
these are imported as the prices are well in excess of those charged by English makers for figures
in this scale - perhaps the manufacturers are not such amateurs in America as Neville Dickinson
believes them to be in this country!

HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED are steadily pouring out models in various scales - some of their
latest can be seen in an advert elsewhere in this magazine. I also understand that future additions
are a new range of Napoleonic Bavarian artillery and crews and additions to the Bavarian cavalry
range. The FOREMOST range will include a Western series of 12 figures - Mexicans, half-breeds,
gamblers, gun-fighters, etc.

GREENWOOD AND BALL, I am told, are putting out some new rethges of seemingly high-class figures
in 25mm scale - although I have not seen them. Their advert in Military Modelling lists 6 Zulu
warriors and I believe some British Infantry for the 1879 War will follow. Their well-known American
Civil War range is now almost complete and includes artillery pieces, mounted generals and personality
figures such as Generals Grant and Lee. I am told the horses are of an extremely high standard.
GARRISON are putting out a new range of British Napoleonics, said to be a complete breakthrough in
figure design, with animation casting and proportion superior to anything else available - this is
what I am told, not my words as I have not seen them! Experienced collectors and wargamers report
that they are as good as anything they have seen. The latest additions to the range include British
footguards in various positions and Life or Horseguards; Scots Greys; French Old Guard and Old Guard



Grenadiers, etc. They are in light campaign order, Old Guard in trousers and surtout, cavalry with
haversacks and waterbottles and the British Guards have their trousers tucked into gaiters. I hear
that cavalry and guns are to come and that there will also he Prussians. Apparently GREENWOOD AND
BALL are paying great attention to speed of delivery and orders are returned within a few days. I
can recall that this was one of the great strengths of MINIATURE FIGURINES in their early days when
they guaranteed to fill orders on the day they were received - obviously they were not so busy then
as they are now!

I hear from various sources (including Peter Manning who makes the figures and wargames in this
house every week) that MINIATURE FIGURINES are re-moulding their 15mm Medievals - eventually there
will be 21 different strips - 13 foot, 6 cavalry, 2 Command; one strip will include a scaling-party
and there are pieces in the Ancient range which can be used as artillery.

LAMMING MINIATURES are issuing some new Napoleonics including Prussian and Austrian and re-making
some of their older figures of this period. They are also putting out some more of their 20mm World
War Two range, which will include new Americans and possibly Italians - this last piece of informa
tion is interesting because I cannot recall encountering any Italian World War Two figures except in
the ATLANTIC plastic range. Talking of ATLANTIC again - I note that Terry Wise in his "Observation
Post" feature in the August edition of Military Modelling gives quite a lot of details of these kits,
having obtained a catalogue of them.

I:. A recent illustrated advert in Military Modelling showed some beautiful buildings available
from MAGUS PROGRAM DESIGN of 1728 10th Street, Los Osos, Ca. 93^*02, U.S.A. I do not know the scale
and their .price indicates they art-quite bomplex affairs. They have an illustrated catalogue which
gives a complete line of kits and diorama extras at ^2.50; their range includes corner cafe, a 2cm
Flak tower, a French town house, a Belgian Tgpartment house, a Sportman cafe, Bastogne inny half barn,
and a Normandy barn.

When I go through books and magazines, and note adverts and see pictures of the quite incompar
able figures and kits now available in scales too large for wargaming, I feel quite guilty that I do
not mention them in these pages. The solid fact is that our precious space all has to be used up
for figures suitable for wargaming, so that all these wonderful pieces designad by absolute artists In
their craft do not get an airing in these pages. I hope that it is understood that this is not
through any lack of admiration for them - I say this as a small tribute and acknowledgement to their
existence and as a small expression of gratitude on behalf of those few wargamers who find the time
to also make up and paint these larger kits.

NOTICE BOARD
WANTED; Painted ACW figures. Any Airfix, Hinton Hunt, Jacklex or other 20mm figures considered.

Please state price required. BENDALL, Hillwood, Grange Road, Tiptree, Essex C05 OUN.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - obtainable from the Editor. November 1968; May 1973-Feb.
1974 inclusive 30p each or e2.50p the set (including postage).

Obtainable from TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London WIY 7LD - Nos.144-155 (1974);
165 (1975); 168-177 (1976); 178-180 (1977); 183-189 (1977), 40p per copy or 10 copies £3.50p. All
issues 1978 45p each.

ooOoo

The annual event of the SOUTH EAST LONDON WAR GAMES GROUP will take place at Grove Park Youth
Club, Marvels Lane, London SE12, on Saturday, 29th September. Mainly for wargamers, with demonstra
tion and participation wargames by club members covering all the major historical periods; military
modelling and painting demonstrations by prominent personalities in this field. On Sunday, 30th
September, there will be Military Modelling competitions with some l6 classes in the competition with
trophies for winners. Plus wargames with prizes for the best demonstration, best participation and
best scenery on the wargames tables. Prominent personalities in both the wargaming and military
modelling fields will attend.

For further information and competition lists contact Chris Hurren on 01 857 7264 or write to:
The Secretary, SELWG, Grove Park Youth Club, Marvels Lane, London SE12.

ooOoo

Commencing on Tuesday, 25th September, and running for twenty weekly
Griffith, D.Phil., will be running a course on WAR GAMES under the auspic
water School, Albert Drive, Sheerwater, Nr. Woking, Surrey. This course
to explore the techniques of wargaming - whether for educational purposes
will be introduced to the subject and shown how to design, run and play
cular fields of interest. Readers of this magazine will be well aware of
perience invariably displayed by Paddy in connection with our hobby and,
this course could well be a fascinating weekly outing. The first two mee
attended without obligation; the 20 classes cost £9.00p and information
Treasurer, Mrs.Monica Twist, Pine Lodge, Woodham Lane, Woking, Surrey.

sessions, Dr.P.G. (Paddy)
es of the W.E.A. at Sheer-

ia for those who would like

or just for fun. Students
wargames in their own parti-
the deep thought and ex-

if you live in this area,
tings of any class may be
can be obtained from the



FOR YOUR WARGAMES & DIORAMAS
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN BUY

I^amnung iHiniatur®/V j
A

MEANS, CONSTANT QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND '

,® xC?

o®' e.'^ •^'

FOR ANCIENTS, VIKINGS, ROMANS, MEDIEVALS, SAXONS AND NORMANS
INDIANS, ETC. ELEPHANTS, MEDIEVAL ARTILLERY, NAPOLEONIC CANNON/^^^V^^?' "^VVy 25mm.

WWII BRITISH, AMERICAN, GERMAN CIVILIANS ir/bV*^ /
RECENT ADDITIONS TO MEDIEVALS, GREEKS, ROMAN GENERAL, INP/(\n% J'J' AVi CRAFTED

IN HIGH QUALITY METAL. /'*>^ ^/
GET YOUR LOCAL SHOP TO JOIN OUR EVER GROWING LIST OF STOC\ / rlE CONVENIENCE
OF OUR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 'LAMMINGS' ARE AVAILABLE AT Tl^ o® ^ING STOCKISTS:

USA - BALBOA GAMES CO., THE WAR HOUSE, 630 W. WILLOWX /J BEACH, C.A. 90806.
C.S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLORADO 80209.
C H. JOHNSON, 907 WASHINGTON AVE., BELMAR, WALLTOWNSHIP, N.J. 07719.
SOLDIER WORLD, M.R. CAUM, 20 VICTORIA AVE., SHREWSBURY, P.A. 17361.
SHIP SHOP, 114 MAIN ST., ANNAPOLIS, M.D. 21401.
PASTIMES, 34239 CARFIELD CIRCLE, ERASER, M.I. 48026.
ROYAL HOBBY SHOP, 3806 ESTATE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 61107.
THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST., LAKESIDE, C.A. 92040.

CANADA - FROST MINIATURES, 1151641st AVENUE, EDMONTON ALBERTA T6J0yi
KARMA ENTERPRISES LIMITED, VANCOUVER SOLDIER SHOP, 1092 RICHARDS ST.,
VANCOUVER, BC.

BELGIUM - GEDEMCO, DENDERMONDSE, STEENWEG 10,2700ST. NIKLAAS.
R J MURZIN, ST. JOZEFSWIJK77, 3570 PEER, (K.L. BROGEL) LIMBURG, BELGIUM.

FRANCE - J.M. HAUTEFORT JEUX DEGUERRE, DIFFUSION, 42 RUE VICTOR HUGO 75116, PARIS.
W. GERMANY - Mrs. S. GODFREY, c/o. FRAU B.F. MILLER, PASSAGES, 6900 HD - EMMERTSGRUND,

W.GERMANY.

If in difficulty send direct to: 254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL. HU20PZ. Tel: 048226896 catalogue 30p — Overseas 50d.
IN ANY LANGUAGE -

CANADA

BELGIUM

FRANCE

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW. MIDDX.

CALDERCRAFT WORLD WAR II - 1/72 Scala
All Infantry Packs comprise complete sections/groups, with correct
number and balance of weapons, crews, officers, etc.

British Infantry £1.20 per pack

2101 — Infantry Section 2109— Anti-Tank Group MM-112
(10 figures) (8 figures plus equipment) mM-113

2102— Mortar Group 2110— Command Headquarters MM-119
(8 figures, 2 mortars) (7 figures plus equipment) mM-122

2103— Heavy Machine Gun Group MM-125
(7 figures, 3 machine guns) World War II Equipment £1.20 ea.

2104— Command Headquarters 2001 - German 10.5cm Light Field ^MM-127
18 men plus equipment! Howitzer ..,MM-128

.  2002 - German 150mm Nebelwerfer ..,mM-130German Infantry £1.20perpack 2003 - German 7.5cm Light Infantry,..MM-131
2

,.MM-012
,.MM-104
..MM-107

..MM-108

..MM-110

..MM-112

..MM-113

..MM-119

..MM-122

..MM-125

..MM-126

..MM-127

..MM-128

105 — Infantry Section Gun ...MM-132
(10 figures) 2004 — German 7.5cm PAK 40 L/46 .,.MM-137

2106— Panzer Grenadiers 2005 — German 8.8cm PAK 43/31 .,MM-138
(10 figures) L/71 ..MM-148

2107— Mortar Group 2006 — British 17pdr Anti-Tank Gun .MM-153
(8 figures, 2 mortars) 2007 — British 7.2" Howitzer ..MM-161

2108 — Heavy Machine Gun Group 2008 — Russian 7.62cm Field Gun
(7 figures, 3 machine guns)

WARGAMES & COLLECTORS FIGURES:-

NEW JACKLEX BOER WAR.
OXEN, 4.7 GUN TEAM AND CREW - £4.75.
4.7 GUN - 75p
OX TEAM - £3.76

GUN CREW FIRING - 50p _
GUN CREW MARCHING - 35p ZUmm

1/35th MILITARY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES AVALON HILL WARGAMES
4 German Infantry Soldiers 0.55
4 U.S. Army Tank Crew 0.55
3 British Infantry Soldiers 0.55 Waterloo £7.
4 German Afrika Korps Soldiers 0.55 An^ln f7
4 German Army Officers 0.55 . . r-»*
4 German Parachute Troops 0.55 Al6Xand0r the Great l7.

4 Ge?man7a^k*Cmw Sit Wooden Ships and Iron Men £7.
4 Russian Infantry Soldiers 0.55 Starship TrooperS £7.
f Sand Bags 0.55 Ceasar Alesla £7.
Jerry Can Set 0.55
Barricade Sets 0.55 Ceasars legion £7.
Brick Wall Set (Unttoxed) 0.49 Accairlt nn f-rptp f7
8 German Assault Troops 0.99 assault on L-rete l/.
8 German Artillery Troops 0.99 Submarine £7.
8 British Eighth Army I Desert Rats) 0.99 rtot+wchiirn II f7
8 German Afrika Korps 0.99 " "•
7 German Machine Gun Troops 0.99 RuSSlan Campaign £7.
U.S. Infantry European Theatre 0.99 CniiaW I oarlpr f7
8mm wehrmacht Mounted Infantry Set 0.65 oquaa ueduer l/.
German Panzer Grenadiers 18) 0.99 Crossoflron £7.
Road Sign Set 0.65 Panzerblitz £7
German Observation Group 0.99 Fdnzeruiriz l/.
Tent Set 0.65 Panzer Leader £7.
4 U.S. Command Figures 0.65 I77fi f7
U.S. Combined Group 18 figures), 0.99
U.S. Machine Gun/Mortar TeamS Figs. 0.99
Japanese Army Infantry 0.55
German Flak Crew "Easter Front" 15 Figures) 0.70 MPW PAI npRPRAFT

£7.9

NEW CALDERCRAFT.

5

£7.95

£7.95

Men £7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

SPECIAL OFFER

TAMIYA

M13/40

M40/7518

Chi-Ha

POSTAL SERVICE P&P UK RATES M40/7518
UP TO 70p — 25p, UP TO £3.00 — Chi Ha
60p,UP TO £10.00 - £1.25. UP TO US Tank Destroyer
£15.00 - £1.30, OVER £20.00 Post ̂ ^lat
Free.

£1.99

OPENING HOURS:
MON - SAT 9.30-6.00. WED 9.30-5:00.

JACLEX LIST - lOp

We also stock:—

S.P.I. Games. T.S.R.
Philmar Games. Hinchliffs

Greenwood and Ball.

Lasset Mini-Figs. W.M.H.
Historex. Showcases.

Brushes. Paints. Oil Paints.

And a large selection of
Books on all subjects.

German WWII 150mm Gun and
Horse Team £47.00

REPLICA GUNS

Sterling Mk5
German Helmets

Tanker M16

Grossman Air Pistol

+ MUCH MORE



NCITINGHAAi MODEL SOLEIEE SfiCE
GREEKS and PERSIANS BY MINI-FIGS
INFANTRY 14p

Hopiite with Corinthian Helmet
Hopllte with Calcidean Helmet
Greek Light Javelinman
Greek Archer
Persian Immortal
Iranian Spearman
Assyrian Spearman
Sakae Infantry with Bow and Axe
Bactrian Spearman
Indian Bowman

East Ethiopian Bowman
Caspian Bowman
Sarangian Bowman
Arab Bowman
Ethiopian Bowman
Libyan Javelinman
Paphlagonian Spearman
Mysian Javeiinman
Thracian Peltast
Milyae Spearman

Pisldlan Javelinman

Cabelee Javelinman
Moschi Spearman
Mares Javelinman
Colchian Spearman
Phoenician Marine

Egyptian Marine
Lycian Marine
Hopiite 400 B.C.
Spartan Hopiite400 B.C.
Greek Slinger
Peltast
Cretan Archer
Iphicratean Hopiite 375 B.C.
Bellybowman
Mossynoeci Spearman
Drilae Spearman
Chalybeo Spearman
Macedonian Phalangite
Macedonian Hypasplst

7W0LLAT0N STREET,
NOTTINGHAM.

Telephone: Nottm. 43457

CAVALRY 32p P&P 10% on all Orders
Early Greek Cavalry

: Thessaiian Cavalry
1 Mounted Hopiite
Mounted Groom

i Persian with Bow and Spear
1 Sagartian with Lasso
Indian Horse Archer

; Bactrian Spearman
1 Caspian Horse Archer

GPC15 Sakae Horse Archer
GPC17 Arab Camel Driver
GPC18 Arab Camel Bowman
GPC19 Greek Cavalry 400 B.C. with Javelins
GPC21 Persian Heavy Cavalry 400 B.C.
GPC22 Persian Extra Heavy Cavalry 400 B.C.
GPC24 Paphlagonian Light Horse
GPC26 Macedonian Cavalry with Spear

RANGE
SS
1  Barbarian on Foot 54
2  White Magician 55
3  Shim Guard 56
4  Northman with Mace 57

5  Troll 58N
6  Frost Giant" 59
7  Northman Archer SON

8  Northman with Spear 61
9  Northman with Axes 62
10 Northman Standard Bearer 63
11 Snow Ape" 64
12 Demon 65
14 Vanha Spearman 66
15 Hawkman'** 67N
16 Two-Headed Troll Giant** 68N
17 Oriental Giant" 69N
18 Winged Serpent 55p 70
19 Bosnian Archer 71
20 Aquiiand Pikeman 72
21 Aquiiand infantryman 73
22 Aquiiand Standard Bearer 74
23 Dark Legion 76
24M Aquiiand Knight with Spear* 77
25M Aquiiand Black Guard with Spear 78
26M Aquiiand Standard Bearer* 79
27 Nimidian Archer 80

28 Nimidian Infantryman 81
29 Nimidian Royal Guard 82
30 Nimidian Standard Bearer 83
31M Nimidian Knight with Spear* 84
32M Nimidian Guard with Spear* 85
33M Nimidian Standard Bearer* 89
34 Corinthian Infantryman 90
35M Hyrkan Horse Archer*
36 Pict Infantryman
37M Hyrkanian Horse Archer*
38 Shemlte Archer
39 Stygian infantry with Pike
40 Stygian Archer
41 Stygian Standard Bearer
42 Tarun Immortal
44 Tarun Archer
45 Tarun Standard Bearer
46M Tarun Heavy Cavalry*
47M Tarun Horse Archer*
48M Tarun Standard Bearer*
49 Vanha Infantry with Pike
50 Vanha Archer
51 Vanha Guard with Spear
52 Vanha Standard Bearer
53 Order of the Pale Hand

Wizard of the Dark Ring
Druid

Priest of the Matri

Follower of Set

Barnarian Hero*

Queen with Tiger**
Mounted King*
Enchantress

Royal Attendant with Fan
Royal Attendant with Vase
Nude Female Temple Dancer
Griffon***
Centaur**

Hykan Cavalry with Glaive*
Vanha Mounted Swordsman*
Queen mounted on Tiger*
Tree Spirit — Ent.***
Ore Chief with Standard

Armoured Ore with Glaive
Armoured Ore with Mace

Armoured Frost Giant**

Female Centaur with Bow**
Man Ore. Armoured. Bearing /
Man Ore, Armoured, Bearing C
Wood Elf with Bow
High Elf with Spear
Dwarf with Axe

Dwarf Chief with Spear
Four Armed Giant**
Horned Lizard 9" Long**
Two headed Serpent**
Zangiran Archer
Zangiran Heavy Infantry

0SMS88 Goblin Mounted on Lizard 50p
SS91S Armoured Centaur30p
SSMS92 Wraith Riding Winged Reptile £1.25
5593 Goblin Firing Bow 14p
5594 Rock Giant £1.05
SS95S Winged Warrior with spear {Bat wings) 30p
SS96S Winged Warrior with axe (Bat wings) 30p
SS97S Winged Warrior with firing bow 30p

(Bat wings)
SS98 Gobin with Spear 14p
SS99S Wolfman30p
SS101S Winged Warrior with spear

(feathered wings) 30p
SS102S Winged Warrior with sword

(feathered wings) 30p
SS 103S Winged Warrior with bow

(feathered wings) 30p

Dwarf with Axe
Dwarf Chief
Adventurer with Longbow
Adventurer with Axe
Adventurer with Twp-Handed Sword
Wizard Casting Speli
Adventurer with Sword and Shield with Full Mail
Armour

Cleric with Club and Shield

FOOT 14p
CAVALRY 30p

SPECIALS One Star 30p
Two Stars 30p
Three Stars 40p or as priced

Viking Chief V 8
Standard Bearer V 9
Hornblower V10

Armed Man Attacking V11
Med. Spearman Advancing V12
Armoured Warrior 2 Handed Axe VC1

Armoured Warrior Swordsman
Beserker

Unarmoured Archer
Armoured Warrior with Hammer
Unarmoured Javelin Man
Mounted Warrior » ^1r>

15mm BY MINI-FIGS

English Civil War Infantry
15E 1 Royalist Musketeers
15E 6 Pikemen in Morions

I5E 8 Roundhead Musketeers

15E 9 Roundhead Pikemen

15E 10 Roundhead Dismounted

Draoons

15E 13 Pikemen in Sof Hats

15E 14 Peasants with Muskets

15E 16 Perasants with Pitchforks etc

15E 17 Scottish Pikemen

15E 18 Scottish Infantry Swords etc
15E 19 Scottish Musketeers

15E 20 Royalist Musketeers Marching
15E 23 Royalist Dismounted Dragoons

English Civil War Cavalry
15E 2 Royalist Cavalrymen
15E 3 Roundhead Cavalrymen
15E 4 Roundhead Mounted Dragoons
15E 7 Cuirassiers
15E 15 Lancers in Morions
15E 22 Royalist Mounted Dragoons

English Civil War Command
15E 11 Royalist Command
15E 12 Roundhead Command

15E 26 Royalist Foot Command
15E 27 Roundhead Foot Command

English Civil War Artillery
15E 5 Artillery Crew
15E 21 Two Wheeled Cart
15E 24 Artillerymen with Barrow,

Barrel, etc
15E 25 Artillery or Cart Horses
15E 101 Saker Field Gun
15E Galloper Gun and Horse
102

All at 22p per Strip

Armoured Warrior Axe & Shield VC2 Mounted Chief

UNION A.C.W.
UCW 1 Union Inf. Advancing
UCW 2 Union Inf. Charging
UCW 4 Union Inf. Advancing Firing
UCW 5 Officer

UCW 6 Drummer
UCW13 Union Inf. Advancing Rifle

Port

CONFEDERATE A.C.W.
CCW1 Inf. Advancing
CCW2 Inf. Advancing at HighPort

CCW3 Inf. Firing
CCW4 Officer

CCW5 Bugler with Slung Rifle
CCW6 Standard Bearer Advancing
CCW7 Zouave in Kept-Advancing (Carrier

Rifle with Sword and Bay)
CCW13 Zouave as 7, but Advancing at

Slope
CCW14 Inf. Advancing with Levelled Rifle
All at 14p each

COMING SOON
FROM GARRISON

NAPOLEONIC
ZULUS
SAMURAI and many more
exciting ranges.

Please Note we Stock the following
Mini-Figs Ranges:
Napoleonic 25mm
Napoleonic 15mm
Ancient 15mm

Egpt & Assyria 25mm
Greek & Persian 25mm
Macedonian & Punic 25mm

Rennaissance 15mm
D&D Range 25mm
Maiburian 25mm
AND FURTHER RANGES ARE BEING

ADDED WEEKLY



Cast your own wargame armies at a fraction of the normal cost
Prince August, for over twenty years,
Europe's leading manufacturer of Tin-
casting Moulds, has now produced a
range of 25mm moulds especially for the
wargamer. These moulds, by our new
English designer Chris Tubb, will reproduce
figures of an accuracy and precision that
will satisfy the most discerning wargamer.
The technique of casting is easy to master,
and with over twenty years of experience
and knowhow behind our products, you
can be sure of clean sharp figures and
moulds, tough enough to last for hundreds
of castings.
As well as adding a new and very satisfying
dimension to your hobby, casting your
own figures means that you will be building
up armies at probably less than half the
cost of bought figures.
Future releases will include Napoleonic
artillery and ancients.

Write for free leaflet from:

Supercast Ltd., The Dunken Co.,
Blanket Row, 20303 Silbury Ct.,
Hull HU1 ISO, KATY,
England. Texas77450, USA.

25mm Waterloo series each £1.86.

501 France; grenadier of imp. guard 1815.
502 France: grenadier; line infantry 1815.
503 Great Britain: private 1st foot guards 1815.
504 Great Britain: private 42nd Highlanders 1815.
505 Prussia: grenadier of guards infantry 1815.
506 Prussia: chasseur of guards 1815.
507 France: trooper, horse chasseurs

of the guard 1815.
Suitable horse No. 511,

508 France:trooper,cuirassiers of the guard 1815.
Suitable horse No. 512.

509 Great Britain: trooper, life guards 1815.
Suitable horse No. 512.

510 Great Britain: trooper 15th hussars 1815
Suitable horse No. 511. (as illustrated).

514 France: trooper Chevau-Legers lancers 1815.
Suitable horse No. 511.

515 Great Britain: trooper; royal Scots greys 1815.
Suitable horse No. 513.

Starters kit incl. 1 mould,
metal and accessories £3.13
Mould £1.86
Ladle £0.51
Clamp £0.35
File £1.04
Metal £0.79

We apologise for any delay in replying to
customers enquiries due to a postal strike
in Ireland earlier this year.

Made by Prince August Moulds Ltd, Macroom, Co. Coric teland. Tel: Macrcx)m 504/5

xottish
oldicrs

DESIGNERS AND MAKER OF MILITARY FIGURES
ALL FIGURES CAST IN WHITE METAL KIT FORM, WITH PAINTING GUIDE

..■H If
H f ■Is li L

V V-

I  '-t

10 Midlothian Drive
Shawlands

Glasgow G41 3RA
Tel: 041-649 3831

AVAILABE FROM LEADING STOCKISTS OR DIRECT FROM SCOTTISH SOLDIERS (POST FREE) UK ONLY

AND PRESENTING . . .
SCOTTISH SOLDIERS, WATERLOO SERIES, FIRST ISSUE OF NEW 75mm COLLECTOR'S
FIGURES DEPICTING THE ARMIES AND REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO. AVAILABLE JULY.

WATCH OUR FUTURE ADS.

TSmm figures — mountedCT.OOeach
QEIl H M Queen Elizabeth C m C. Scots Guards

(kit form onlyl

75mm figures— foot £3.00 each
RE1 Private Royal Ecossais Regiment 1745
LRV2 Sergenat Lanarkshire Rifle Vrjlunteers 1887
ASH3 Officer Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders 1914
HL14 Officer Highland Light Infanfy 1914
BW5 Officer Black Watch (Ceremonial Dressi 1937
SH6 Officer Seaforth Highlanders (78th Reg of

Footi C.1778
HLC07 Officer 72nd Highlanders (Light Companvl

1840
CH8 Officer Cameron Highlanders (Field Mounted

Dress) 1815
ELY9 Trooper East Lothian Yeomanry 1805
RGY10 Officer Queen's Own Glasgow Yeomanry

C.1897
AY11 Officer Ayrshire Yeomanry c 1897
RSF12 Officer Royal Scots Fusiliers (Field Dress)

c 1890
RS13 Cpl 1st (or Royal) Regiment of Foot 'Roval

Scots) 1854

90mm figures - foot £4.95 each
SS 9F1 Officer Gordon Highlanders (92nd Foot' 1846
SS 9F2 Robert Burns in the uniform of the R.oyai

Dumfries Volunteers 1795
SS'9F3 Sergeant Black Watch, dance kit. Indi^ C-W,.
SS'9F4 Officer Scots Fusilier Guards (3rd Foo.

Guards) 1832

75mm Two Figure Set
DDV1 Dragoon's Demise at the Battle ot

Waterloo £6.00
HLI18 Private HLMMarching order) c-1900 NEW
PHR19 Private Highland Reg (Gordons, Black Watch

etc.) c. 1900. NEW
PBW20 Piper, Black Watch c.1900 NEW
K0SB14 Private King's Own Scottish Borderers c.1900
RSG15 Trooper Royal Scotrs Greys c 1900
SG16 Officer Scots Guards 1800
BW17a Private, Vlack Watch 1916, wearing Tnm-

O'Shanter
BW17b As above but wearing tin helmet



JACOBITE MINIATURES WARGAMES FIGURES
543 Gorgie Road, Edinburgh, EHl 1 3AR IN 15mm

Telephone: 031-443 7838

NEW RELEASES
Trade Enquiries Welcomed

NAPOLEONIC RANGE
BAVARIA
Cavalry
BVN/8 Dragoon Trooper
BVN/9 Dragoon Co. Pack
BVN/10 Chevaux-Legers Troopers
6VN/11 Chevaux Legers Co. Pack

Infantry
BVN/7 Light Comp. adv.

FIGURE PACK (xp

COMMAND PACK 32p

PRUSSIA
Cavalry
PN/12 Dragoon Trouper
PN/13 Dragoon Co. Pack
PN/14 Cuirassier Trooper
PN/15 Cuirassier Co. Pack
PNM6 Hussar Trooper
PN/17 Hussar Co. Pack
PN/18 Uhland Trooper
PN/19 Uhlan Co. Pack

BRITISH (Belgic Shako)
BN/1 Line Inf. Centre Comp. adv.
BN/2 Line Inf. nank Comp. adv.
BN/3 Line Inf. Co. Pack

FRANC
Infantry
FN /1 Line Fusilier adv.
FN/2. Line Gren./Volt. adv.
FN/3 Line Inf. Co. Pack
FN /4 Line Foot Artillery Crew
FN/5 Old Guard Gren. adv.
FN/6 Old Guard Gren. Co. Pack
FN/7 Old Guard Chasseur adv.
FN/8 Old Guard Chasseur Co. Pack
FN/9 Middle Guard Fusilier/Gren. adv.
FN/10 Young Guard Voltigeur adv.

POSTAGE Er PACKING
UK—10% order value
over K.OD—post free
EEC

PETER LAING'S
15mm Metal Wargaming Figures

New additions to the extensive range of over 650 items in 14 periods.

WORLD WAR I - NEW RELEASES
Western Front 1916-1918
F729 Brit Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F730 Brit Off steel helmet 5p
F731 Brit Inf Grenade steel helmet 5p
F732 Brit Lewis Gunner steel helmet 5p
F733 Brit M/G & Gunner steel helmet 5p
F734 Brit M/G Loader steel helmet 5p
F735 U.S. Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F736 U.S. Officer steel helmet 5p
F737 French Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F738 French Officer steel helmet 5p
F739 French M/G Er Gunners helmet 5p
F740 French M/G Loader steel helmetSp
F741 French Lt M/G 8-Gunner (steel

helmet) 5p
F742 French Inf throwing grenade (steel

helmet) 5p
F743 German Inf adv steel helmet 5p
F744 German Officer steel helmet 5p
F745 German Inf grenade thrower

steel helmet 5p
F746 German M/G & Gunner

steel helmet 5p
F747 German M/G Loader

steel helmet 5p
A717 Brit Gunner kneeling

steel helmet 5p
A718 Brit Gunner kneeling shell

steel helmet 5p
A719 French Gunner kneeling

steel helmet 5p
A720 French Gunner shell

steel helmet 5p

steel helmet 5p
A719 French Gunner kneeling

steel helmet 5p
A720 French Gunner shell

steel helmet 5p

A721 German Gunner kneeling
steel helmet 5p

A722 German Gunner kneeling shell
steel helmet 5p

M707 Brit Cav steel helmet tOp
M708 French Cav steel helmet 10p
M709 German Cav steel helmet lOp
A712 Mk IV Male Tank £2.00
A713 Mk IV Female Tank £2.00
A714 Renault Tank 75p
IMIddle East Operations
F748 Brit Inf adv trop helmet 5p
F749 Brit Officer trop helmet 5p
F750 Arizac Inf adv slouch hat 5p
F751 Anzac Officer slouch hat 5p
F752 Anzac M/G & Gunner 5p
F753 Anzac M/G Loader 5p
F754 Turk Inf adv 5p
F755 Turk Inf Officer 5p
F756 Turk M/G 8 Gunner 5p
F757 Turk M/G Loader 5p
F758 Bedouin Inf adv 5p
A723 Anzac gunner kneeling slouch

hat 5p
A724 Anzac gunner kneeling shell

slouch hat 5p
A725 Turkish gunner kneeling 5p
A726 Turkish gunner kneeling shell 5p
M710 Brit Cav trop helmet lOp
M711 Anzac Cav slouch hat lOp
M712 Bedouin Cav 10p
M713 Turkish Cav lOp
A715 Rolls Royce Armoured Car 75p
A716 Bedouin on camel 20p

M710 Brit Cav trop helmet lOp
M711 Anzac Cav slouch hat lOp
M712 Bedouin Cav 10p
M713 Turkish Cav lOp
A715 Rolls Royce Armoured Car 75p
A716 Bedouin on camel 20p

Suitable Artillery from 45 items in pre 1916 range
A701 Brit 18 PDR Field Gun 15p
A708 French 75mm Field Gun 15p
A709 German 7.7cm Field Gun 15p

Send 12p stamps for latest 1979 list and sample.
Cash vN^ith order packing 8 postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p Orders up to and including £4 please add 23p
Orders up to and including £2 please add 17p Orders up to and including £5 please add 24p
Orders up to and including £3 please add 20p Orders up to and including £6 please add 27p

U.K. Orders of £6 and over POST FREE. Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. £1.

PETER LAING
Minden, Button St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel: 518 (STD 043 272)

—10% order value
Other—30% order value

ANCIENT WARGAMING FIGURES
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F401 Greek Hoplite 5p F430 Pictish Javalinman 5p

F402 Persian Immortal 5p F431 Prankish Spearman 5p

F403 Mede Infantry 5p F432 Prankish Axeman 5p

F404 Persian Infantry with spear 5p F433 Phrygian Spearman Sp

F405 Greek Archer 5p F434 Phrygian Axeman Sp

F406 Thracian Peltast with spear 5p F462 Assyrian slinger Sp

F407 Greek Cymnet 5p F463 Assyrian aux. archer Sp

F408 Persian Archer 5p F464 Persian inf. shield'8 sword Sp

F409 Greek Slinger 5p F483 Macedonian Phalangite Sp

F411 Spartan Hopiite 5p F484 Mercenary Peltast with ThOreos Sp"

F412 Theban Hoplite 5p F4^ Thracian Peltast with

F413 Assyrian Archer 5p Rhomphaia sp

F414 Assyrian shield bearer 5p •M401 Persian horseman lOp

F415 Assyrian heavy infantry 5p M402 Greek horseman lOp

F416 Assyrian light infantry 5p M403 Scythian mounted archer lOp

F417 Imp Roman legionary marching 5p M404 Catphract lOp

F41B Imp Roman st«n'Jard 5p M406 Assyrian cav lOp

F419 Imp Roman trurroAier 5p M406 Mounted Roman Officer lOp

F420 Imp Roman centurian marching 5p M407 Gallic cav lOp

F421 Imp Roman legionary standing 5p M411 Pictish cav lOp

F422 Imp Roman centurion standing 5p M412 2nd cent Roman heavy cav lOp

F423 Gallic Chieftain, standard Sp M416 Assyrian Med horse archer lOp

F424 Brit Chieftain 5p A401 Persian chariot 15p

F425 Gallic infantry, raised spear 5p A402 Persian chariot crew lOp

F426 Gallic infantry marching 5p A408 British chariot 15p

F427 Gallic musician 5p A409 Brit chariot crew lOp

F428 Pictish Spearman 5p A414 Assyrian chariot 15p

F429 Pictish Archer 5p A415 Assyrian chariot crew lOp

A410 Galloping chariot horse lOp

Send 12p for sample and list of nearly 600 items. Ancients — Dark Ages — Medievals
ECW — Mariburian — AWI — Crimean — A.C.W. — Colonial — World War 1

U. S. A.

U S Waro»ni«rs can obtain PETER LAING'S maial 19mm llQuies through
the following dealers

Soldier World, USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewabuiv. PA 17361
The Three Musoueleers 10531 Santana St. Lakesida, CA 92040

Thor's TOC ITectlcal Operetiorts Center) Box 297. Ft. Meada MD 20755
The Little Soldiei 1776 Plaaa. 1776 East JeHerson St., Rockville, MD 20852

Royal Hobhv Shop 3B06 East State Stteat. Rocklord, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA
sole agents

Bmttle/iald P.O. Box 47 Wahroonge 2076 Australia



THE AMERICANS ARE COMING!
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POST FREE MAIL ORDER
The Second Edition of our comprehensive Mail Order
Catalogue listing thousands of figures will shortly be
available.

The new catalogue includes a number of American—made
figures previously difficult to obtain in the U.K., and new
lines from various manufacturers, plus more diorama
accessories.

All orders are sent post free in U.K. and B.F.P.G. —
overseas customers please add 10% for surface mail or 30%

for Air Mail. In view of the phenomenal response to our
previous adverts we must make a nominal 50p charge for
the catalogue. This is offset on any order over £5 by a 50p
credit voucher.

Best wishes to our

hundreds of new-found

modelling enthusiasts, we
look forward to hearing

from you again!
MODELWORKSHOP

I.IMITKD

89b/89c WOODBRIDGE ROAD, GUILDFORD, SURREY, U.K. TEL: (0483) 71786



lT. Models
BRIDLINGTON • HUMBERSIDE

DIOFtAMA BASES: Many sizes available ex-stock, also made
to order, each hand-made and french polished. We have an
ever-expanding range of diorama accessories — covering • buildings
• pavement sections • fountains • wall sections , also wells, etc.
New releases each month • all at prices for the modeller — not —

the millionaire.

Horse Trough 95p • 54mm Fireplace 75p • 2 Classical Column 50p
DIORAMA ACCESSORIES suitable for 1/35-1/32 scale destroyed
buildings • £1.20 □ fountains • 75p □ wall • 25p □ pavement • 50p
n foot figure base • 50p D mounted base • 75p D destroyed barn
• £1.20 □ medium base • £1.50 also large base • £1.75 □ 75mm

fireplace • £1.25
Send 30p for Sample DioramiS Accessory

Example: our DIORAMA PACK ONE includes diorama base
board, pre-coloured ground mix, building (destroyed house), two
paved sections and instructions. Price complete £3.50 15%

p&p • and that's 1 /35-1 /32 scale.
DIORAMA PACK TWO Barn with accessories £3.50 -I- pfctp.

12x9*£1.70 12 X 6»£1.32 6x 6» 99p
9x9*£1.40 12x12*£2.09 18 x 12*£2.82

Any size made to order, 1p per sq. inch, plus 60p make up
charge, all prices include VAT • We have an engraving service
to provide you with that finished touch (a brass name plate in

American Script or block capitals at approx 50p.
DIORAMA ACCESSORIES FOR 1/300 SCALE

Buildings • 20p □ Wrecked buildings • lOp □ Bridges • 15p □
Town Hall • 20p □ Gun emplacements • lOp □ Pill boxes • lOp

Hotel • 20p □
Factory • Chimney • Warehouse • Offices • Water Tower 2Dp each.
Railway Station; Platforms, Kiosk and Ticket Office, Platform Building,

Signal Box, Engine Shed.
Aerodrome: Control Tower, Hangers, Barracks, Admin Block, Canteen.

All at 20p each - Hangers 75p each.
Send 25p for Sample 1/300 Scale Building

Orders up to £10 - Add 15% (Minimum 20p. Maximum £1); Over £10 Post Free.
Trade Enouiries Welcome

ATLANTIC ANCIENTS NOW IN STOCK. .
First four 25mm Dungeons and Dragons accessories ready.
Obalisk, throne, stone head and sacrificial altar, 50p each.
OPEN 9am to 6pm, closed Thursday. MAIL ORDER WELCOME. Send 20p for Catalogue

to: 10 QUEEN ST., BRIDLINGTON. Y015 2SF. Tele: 0262 70421.

Inial
USH GROVE, ROYLES HEAD LANE, LONGWO

SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST.
MONGOLS, ASIATICS,

SAMURAI, MEDIEVALS,
VIKINGS, ARABS,

CHINESE, RENAISSANCE.

Foot & Rider Figs 15p.
Unarmoured Horses 21p.
(unless otherwise listed).

10% P&P U.K.
Overseas: 30% Surface
60% Airmail

PARADE of HISTORY
54mm Metal Figures

EDWARD the CONFESSOR 1042-66 A.D , 1.80
HAROLD of ENGLAND 1066 A.D 1.60
WILLIAM of NORM ANDY 1066 A.D 1.60
HAROLD HARDRADA King of Norway 1066 A.D 1.80
HEREWARD the WAKE 1069 A.D 1.60
THOMAS-a-BECKET 1170 A. D 1.80
RICHARD 11189 A.D 1.60
SALADIN in chain mail 1189 A.D 1.60
KING JOHN with MAGNA CARTA 1199 A.D 1.60
RICHARD II in robes Et crown 1377-99 A.D 1.80
ROLAND Charlemagne's General 768 A.D 1.60
OLIVER Companion to Roland 1.60

HO/00 WARGAMES FIGURES
SPECIAL OFFER

Designed by Stadden and moulded in ha. oiystyrene
BRITISH INFANTRY 1939-45 1:72 ucale

12 Figure Infantry Section Attacking
12 Piece Heavy VVeapons Section
SUPER VALUE 30p per Section POST FREE
GERMAN 1939-45 METAL FIGURES

Paratroops
Firing MP38 from hip
Lying firing MG34
N.C.O. standing with MP38
Kneeling throwing grenade

Panzer Grenadiers
Advancing with rifle
Standing throwing grenade
Lying firing MG34
N.C.O. firinf MP38

8p each —Postage lOp per 10—S.A.E. for figure list

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
LOWER BALLOO ROAD. GROOMSPORT, CO.DOWN

BT192LU N.IRELAND.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Per
sonally inscribed, and autographed.
Cash with order to 69 Hill Lane,
Southampton: prices for UK only -
overseas add 10^. WARGAMES - £A.20p
NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p; ADVANCED
WARGAMES - £3.25p; WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS
- £3.A5p; WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
- VOL.1 3000BC to 13OOAI) - £4.50p;
- VOL.11 1A20-1783 - £3.75p; vol.Ill
1792-1859 - £5.00p; - VOL.IV 1863-
19A5 - £6.00p; BATTLES WITH MODEL
SOLDIERS - £A.45p; BATTLE'NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p; WARGAMING ANCIENT
& MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p; WARGAM-
TNG PIKE & SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The
Western Desert Campaign - £3.I0p;
SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p;
POITIERS 1356 - ^'.80p; AT THEM WITH
THE BAYONET I - £I.65p; COLONIAL SMALL
WARS I837-I90I - £5.55p; captain
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p; BETTER

[MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p; WAR-
GAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 - £4.25p;
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE No.4 -
£4.50p; WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS
- £500p; WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT OF THE
VICTORIAN SOLDIER - £6.50p.



N4 AI L ORDER. send large stamped envelope or Overseas Mail for supply of FREE
Order Forms for you, your friends, or your Club and save on postage

details and price list. The best in Reference Books from Osprey, Funcken, Blandford;
Don Featherstone, Patrick Stephens, Almark,etc.

YOU CAN RELY ON US TO HELP YOU, TO HELP THE HOBBY TO HELP US,TO HELP

YOU ! WE LIKE TO THINK THAT IS WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT - RIGHT ?

WE STOCK THE BEST in value for money. Figures & Kits from; Stadden,
John Niblett, Bennassi, Jarvis, Lasset,Sanderson, Labayen,etc. From Hinchliffe Model,
Miniature Figurines, Ensign Miniatures, New Hope Design, GHQ, Rose Miniatures,
Phoenix Models, Scottish Soldiers, and others ; Plus an impressive collection of Hand
Painted Figures, Vignettes, Dioramas that are collectors pieces of investment value.

ALSO a wide range of Airfix, Matchbox, Bellona, Micro-Mold, Tamaya, ATLANTIC when
deliveries available! For Wargamers & Modelmakers, Diorama and Scenic aids and
accessories; Trees, Hedging, Lichen, Compounds, Road Grits; Modroc, Plasticard,
Solarbo, Adhesives, Milliput,Tools & Blades, Brushes, Humbrol Paints etc. AND NOW,
LINKA MODEL BUILDINGS SYSTEM , MOULDS, ACCESSORIES - send stamps for

FIGURES • MODELS • KITS• CONVERSIONS • VIGNETTES •
DIORAMAS • ACCESSORIES -TOOLS• MATERIALS •
PAINTS-BOOKS - PRINTS-RULES-DICE - ETC
OUR AIM IS YOUR SATISFACTION. IF WE HAVE^NTGOT IT, WEll GET IT FOR YOU; IF WE
CAN'T GET IT, WE CAN PROBABLY MAKE IT FOR YOU - AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD I

MW STUDIO SERVICES (T.weiis 37624) also available to manufacturers
FOR ORIGINAL DESIGNS/mODELS/MASTERS. MUSEUM AUTHORITIES.

MILITARIA ASSOCIATIONS. EDUCATIONAL & ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS

INCLUDING DESIGN,CONSTRUCTION, ASSEMBLY, AND SUPERB HAND-PAINTING SERVICE.'

MINIATURE

WARFARE Ltd/at
18b The Pantiles/
Tunbridge Wei Is, Kent.
offers the most COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF GOODS AND
SERVICES FOR COLLECTORS, WARGAMERS, MODELMAKERS,
& HOBBYISTS OF ALL AGES - TRY US AND FIND OUT FOR
YOURSELF ? HOME & OVERSEAS MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

T, WELLS(0892) 39082



25mm Tradition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan
Caton.

*90mm figures by Chas. C. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

'Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Old Britains and other collector's

models.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis. ■ « ,.
Gifts and souvenirs of a military

80mm figures by Alan Caton. nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

'We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

JUST PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE NOW—THREE NEW CATALOGUES
80mm MODEL SOLDIERS fully illustrated 50p inc. postage
64mm DIORAMA FIGURES fully illustrated 70p inc. postage

2nd Edition 54mm ANIMATED FIGURES with new additions 70p inc. postage

"ICiPsaKdLittioinL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 ■ Tel: 01-493 7452

DESLITH (Print 8( Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


